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CHAIRMAN'S M E S S A G E - - - - - - - - All who were present at the Society's concert in honour of Eric Fcnby could not
fail, I think, to be impressed by the entirely pleasant spirit abroad thal night.
Warmth, affection and enjoyment were its keynotes, right from Felix
Aprahamian's opening recollection of the premiere of the Third Violin Sonata
in the same IIall in 1930, al which Eric was also presenl, to the playing of Late
Swallows which proved an almost overwhelming climax at its end. As I walked
away from Wigmore Hall when it was all over I found myself hoping lhat Eric
might have been quielly pleased wilh what we had done; he would certainly
have been impressed by the generosity of artists such as 1bsmin Lillie and
Julian Lloyd Webber who had selflessly come together to play the music which
had meant so much to him throughout his long life. Our gratitude to them and
to their fellow artists in enabling us to mount a worthy tribule is profound.
I was particularly glad that some of Eric's own music could be included; it
was the first time he had heard anything of his father's, Roger Fenby told me,
since he was a small boy. As for Delius's music, how well it suited Eric's whole
nature and being came home to me again a few weeks later when I conducted
The Walk to tire Paradise Garden at Symphony Hall; not only was I struck once
again by the sheer beauty of that music but by its reticent character, its otherworldliness without austerity, its lack of flamboyant gesture. All these were
characteristics also of Eric, repeatedly brought out in the fine collection of
lribulcs lo him garnered in the last /oumal. Those now constitute a permanent
record, and will continue to demonstrate the way we felt about him when
memories of an evening of glorious music-making have long since dimmed.
We shall never forget him. In 1990 he spoke of 'an abiding wish for the
continuance of the Society long after my death.' It will be our task now to sec
that lhat wish is fulfilled, not only here but in other parts of the world where
he enjoyed wonderful friendships in the Delius cause.
Lyndon Jenkins
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We welcome the news of the appointment, as a Trustee and Chairman of The
Delius Trust, of David Lloyd-Jones, the conductor, and we look forward to
working with him. Mr Lloyd-Jones replaces Meredith Davies, who has
occupied that position for the past six years, and whose cordial relationship
with the Society has been greatly appreciated. We arc glad to learn that Mr
Davies will continue to be associated with the Trust as Adviser Emeritus.
The Editor is particularly pleased to publish, in this issue, the first of a series of
articles about The Delius Trust and the individuals who represent it and carry
out its work.
1997 has been a year of much sadness and also much joy for Delians. The death
of Eric Fenby robbed us of a unique link with Delius himself; not only Delius
the man, but also Delius the creative artist. Eric so readily made himself
available to us over the years that we may al times have been inclined to take
for granted his generosity Lo the Society; we shall no doubt continue to
contemplate, and appreciate ever more, his contribution. We also lost, among
others, the distinguished scholar Rachel Lowe Dugmore, formerly Archivist of
The Delius Trust and the author of a number of invaluable books and papers

on Delian subjects.
We can, however, rejoice in a year of music that has seen the second
Danville Delius Festival, the first staged performance of The Magic Fou11tai11, a
number of fine new recordings, three of which are reviewed in this issue, and
the Society's first public concert: the highly successful Wigmore Hall event of
16th September. The AGM weekend in Cheltenham attracted a record attendance and was much appreciated. With the Trust, we inaugurated our Internet
presence. We enjoyed another well planned and well attended season of talks
and musical events, both in London and in the Midlands and South West
Branches. Our relationships with the Trust and with the three North American
Delius organisations flourished, ever more cordial and productive.
The journal keeps us in touch with each other. Ple<1se send in your arlicles,
reviews, comments and ideas - and keep them coming.
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DELIUS TRUST PRESS RELEASE
TRUSTEES
The Trust announces that Meredith Davies, CBE, FRCM, I Ion RAM, I Ion FTCL,
has resigned as a Trustee and Chairman of The Delius Trust. The promotion of
Delius's works has benefitted greatly from his support over the years,
particularly since 1989 when he became a member of the Trust, first as a Music
Adviser and from 1991 as a Trustee and Chairman. He will continue his
association with the Trust as Adviser Emeritus.
David Lloyd-Jones, BA (Oxon), lion DMus (Leeds), FGSMD, has accepted
appointment as a Trustee and Chairman. He has been a Music Advjser to the
Trust since April 1996. He began his career in 1959 when he became a member
of the music staff of the Royal Opera I louse, Covent Garden. I le subsequently
worked for the New Opera Company, and led an active freelance career as a
conductor of both concerts and opera (Royal Opera House, Sadler's Wells,
Scottish Opera, Welsh National Opera, Bath and Wexford Festivals etc). In 1972
he became Assistant Music Director of the Sadler's Wells Opera Company (later
English National Opera) where he conducted a broad and extensive repertory,
including the British premiere of Prokofiev's War and Peace and the world
premiere of Iain I Iamilton's Tlte Royal Hunt of tlte Sun. In 1978, at the invitation
of the Arts Council of Great Britain he founded Opera North, and remained as
Artistic Director until 1990, conducting over fifty productions and many
orchestral and choral concerts. He was instrumental in programming and
conducting Delius's A Village Romeo a11d Juliet in the company's second season.
He has also given a concert performance of Koa11ga with the Chelsea Opera
Group in London.
David Lloyd-Jones has made numerous recordings of British and Russian
music, many with the English Northern Philharmonia, the orchestra of Opera
North which he founded. These include a disc of early works by Delius that
feature three world prcmieres; other recordings arc planned. He has
conducted widely abroad including performances of his universally accepted
critical edition of Boris Godwzov in Leningrad.
His colleagues welcome this continuing association with David Lloyd-Jones
and the benefit his wide experience will bring to the Trust.
MARJORIE DICKINSON
Secretary to the Trust
24 October 1997
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Similar Cities?
Delius' s Paris, Vaughan Williams' s London Symphony and
Stravinsky's Petrushka
Robert Matthew-Walker
I

On Tuesday evening, 22 October 1907, the first performance in England took
place al the Queen's liall in London of Delius's Piano Concerto. The soloist
was the Hungarian Theodor Szanto, and the Queen' s Hall Orchestra was
conducted by Henry Wood. Following this premiere, performances of Delius's
major works in his native England began to equal in importance those he had
enjoyed for the previous half-dozen years or so in Germany, where his renown
had grown considerably. In addition, an enU1llsiastic group of younger
admirers were praising his work in the land of his birth.
Amongst these supporters was Robin H Legge, who had been a fellow-pupil
of Delius at the Leipzig Conservatorium, and who had recently been named
music critic of The Daily Telegraph. In that same year, 1907, Legge had been
approached by the 34-year-old Ralph Vaughan Williams, who had sought
Legge' s guidance in finding someone to help him refine his orchestral
technique. Legge wrote lo Delius, who was then in London for the premicre,
on 20 September, saying that Vaughan Williams's 'scoring is stodgy', and that
the younger man 'is anxious to go to Paris for a couple of months to learn
something' of French orchestral style. Legge asked Delius to 'recommend
anyone who would be of use.' Delius's reply is nol preserved, but Vaughan
Williams could hardly have been unaware of the older composer's success on
the Continent.
Vaughan Williams had been in the audience for the premicre of the Delius
Piano Concerto and, without doubt appraised of Legge's letter, wrote to Delius
himself on 24 October asking if he could show some of his work, in order to
'profit very much by your advice... i{ you saw my work you might be able to
suggest ways in which I could improve myself either by going to Paris or not.'
Vaughan Williams mel Delius at lhe very end o{ October, and the nexl month
he left London for Paris, with a letter of introduction to Maurice Ravel, 'with
whom', as Lionel Carley has commented in Delius - A T.ife in Letters 1862-19081
'he subsequently became a great friend and from whom he learned much.'
Ravel had prepared the vocal score of Delius's opera Margot la Rouge in 1902.
Vaughan Williams had been moved by Delius's work ('especially now that I
have heard your beautiful Concerto'), and by Delius's success and encouragement, and recalled that he had 'insisted on playing through the whole of my
Sea Symplio11y to him. Poor fellow! I low he must have hated it. But he contented himself with saying "Vraiment, il n'est pas mesquin" (Truly, it's not at all
bad).'

We can imagine the enthusiastic younger composer at that time, cager to
seek advice from the established older man. Although it is unclear if Delius
gave Vaughan Williams an introduction lo Ravel (we know that MD
Calvocorcssi gave much help lo Vaughan Williams in this matter), he could not
have been other than at least - sympathetic to his younger compatriot, keen
to make his way in the world. There was a further point of contact for the two
Englishmen: Vaughan Williams had also set Walt Whitman in his Toward tl1c
l111k11ow11 Region of 1905, as well as in the Sea Symplwny as Delius had done in
Sea Drift in 1903. At this time the Sea Sy111plro11y had been neither performed nor
published. Nor, in spite of Vaughan Williams having played through the work
to Delius, was the score entirely finished.
II

Jn 1899, towards the end of his virtual 10-ycar residence in Paris, Delius began
an orchestral Nocturne, 'The Song of a Great City' Paris which he finished
soon after returning to France following his famous first London concert under
Alfred I Iertz. This score has variously been described as a summation of the
composer's work of the previous 15 years, and as his first wholly mature
orchestral piece. However, it rarely happens in any composer's life that one
work makes a complete break with the past one can find elements of Delius's
1895-7 Fantasy-Overture Over the /-Ii/ls a11d Far Away in Paris - which latter score
remains, completely and utterly, the music of a truly original composer. With
Paris, Delius's unique orchestral mastery, and musical language, surely stand
before us fully formed for the first time.
We have noted how, principally because he lived abroad for so many years,
it took longer for Delius's music to become recognised in England than it did
on the Continent. Paris was given for the first time in 1901 in Elberfeld, under
its dedicatec, f !ans l Iaym. It was then performed in Berlin (1902), conducted
by Busoni, in DUsscldorf (1903) under Julius Buths; once again in Elbcrfcld
under I laym (1904), and in Brussels (1905) under Sylvain Dupuis. Each of these
performances occurred prior to Paris being given in England, and before the
score was published.
The first British performance was on 11 January 1908 in Liverpool, under
Thomas Beecham. About six weeks later, Beecham also conducted the London
premiere, on 26 February, at the Queen's I lall. This was just a few weeks after
Vaughan Williams had returned to London, following his three-month period
of study with Ravel.
We do not know if Vaughan Williams heard the London premiere of Paris,
but it seems almost certain he did. Four months earlier, after admiring Delius's
Piano Concerto, he had sought the older composer's help. Pl·rformances of
Dclius's works were increasing in London, and for Vaughan Williams 110/ to
have been present at Beecham's London premiere of Paris the city from which
he had just returned - would have been most unlikely.
9

III

What is the significance of Vaughan Williams possibly attending this premierc?
Let us consider the scores he completed after his return from Paris: in 1908 he
was concerned much with English folk-songs, and with original settings of
Hardy, Verlaine (in English translations), Whitman, Mallhew Arnold and
Housman, together with Lhc (first) String Quartet, in G minor - arguably a
'Ravelian' piece - and in 1909 with On We11/ock f.dge and the incidental music
for The Wasps, as well as putting the finishing touches to A Sea Sy111p'1011y. In
1910 his only major work was the Fantasia 011 a Theme of Tlwmas Tallis. In 1911
and 1912 English folksong once more occupied much of his time. Together wilh
the Five Mysticnl Songs and the Pluwtasy Stri11~ Quintet, these were his only
works to appear during this period.
The first major orchestral work of Vaughan Williams after his return from
Paris did not appear until five years later. This was his second symphony, in G
major, the Lo11do11, which 'was completed by the end of 1913', as Michael
Kennedy states in his A Catalogue of tlte Works of Ralph Vauglta11 Willlia111s. We
know, from very well-documented later evidence, that it was Vaughan
Williams's habit to work on a large-scale composition over a long period, until
he was ready for il lo come before lhe public. Il was surely lhc case lhat, during
Lhe comparatively fallow three years from October 1910, the month which saw
the completion of the first version of the Tallis Fantasia, and the first
performance of A Sea Symplto11y (which Vaughan Williams himself conducted,
no doubt a strenuous undertaking for him), until 'the end of 1913' (which saw
the completion of the first version of the London Symphony), Vaughan Williams
must have been working on the new Symphony, if only in part, if his
compositional habits of a lifetime were not abandoned during that period.
Vaughan Williams's widow Ursula, in her superb biography of her husband,
tends to confirm lhat lhis was indeed the case:
l\bout this time fearly to mid-1911] he was beginning to think of a new
symphony, which was, he said, [George] Butterworth's idea:
''One of my most grateful memories of George is connected with my 1.011don
Symphony: indeed, I owe its whole idea to him. I remember very well how the
idea originated. I le had been sitting with us one evening, smoking and playing
... and at the end of the evening, as he was getting up to go, he said in his
characteristically abrupt way, 'You know, you ought to write a symphony.'
From that moment the idea of a symphony - a thing which I had always
declared I would never attempt dominated my mind ... "'
If lhe impetus for a symphony - as opposed to a purely orchestral large-scale
composition had come from Butterworth, there is no suggestion at all that it
was Butterworth who had stipulated a descriptive symphony on the subject of
London. That, surely, was quite another matter.
10

Quill' apart from lhc very great likelihood of Vaughan Williams having been
present at Beecham's London premiere of Paris, given the circumstances, it
appears purely on internal evidence that Delius's orchestral panorama of the
French capital had stirred in Vaughan Williams' s creative subconscious a desire
to compose, at some point, a similar evocation of London. Even if Vaughan
Williams had not been present then, the eventual publication of Paris in 1909
could have provided the stimulus for him an assertion tantalisingly halfconfirmed by a remark by the late Hugh Ottaway in his BBC music guide book
Vm4ghn11 Willin111s Sy111plro11ics, quoting the composer as having utilised music he
had sketched for 'a symphonic poem about London, and decided to throw it
into symphonic form' .
ll should be remembered that Delius's JYrlris was the first such depiction of a
modern city, and moreover of a city al night, in orchestral music, if we except
Clinka's Su111111cr Nigl1f in Madrid (his Spanish Overture No 2), of 1848 (not truly
a representational work), and such works as Gottschalk's Symphony No 1 (A
Nigh/ i11 Ilic Tropics) of 1861, or references lo Naples in Richard Strauss's Aus
ltalic11 (1886) and Gustave Charpentier's Impressions d'ltalic of 1892. We shall
return to both Strauss and Charpentier later. Elgar's Cocknig11c did not appear
until 1900, and Charles Ives was to complete his Cc11/ rnl Park i11 tire Dark in 1907.
Yel it remains the case, as Christopher Palmer commented, lhal 'one of the most
original parts of Pnris is still its opening.' It evokes a city just before dawn. As
Eric Fenby wrote: 'One feels the city gradually awakening and stretching ils
limbs al Lhc first light of day.'
A somewhat similar description, which could apply in part to the opening
of the J,o11do11 Symphony, was given in 1950 by Desmond Shawe-Taylor in his
comment that the symphony is: 'A fine, spacious evocation of the metropolis,
especially in its ... nocturnal aspects, although the main portion of the first
movement has affinities with Elgar's Cocknig11c Overlure. [The Lo11don
Symphony is] so large a score, which at moments reminds us that the composer
was for a short time the pupil of Ravel.'
One might well argue, and certainly one could understand, that composers
essaying similar subjects might, if their methods were not so dissimilar - and
perhaps more so if the works were written at about the same time use a
similar palette. I lowever, there is a very great deal of difference between those
compositions which are similar, and those which arc almost identical, which is
demonstrably the case with regard to the openings of Delius's Paris and of
Vaughan Williams' s Lo11do11 Symphony.
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IV
The opening bars of Prlris and of the T.011do11 Symphony could be parts of the
same composition. These arc lhe facls: bolh works begin on a pedal D, and
they are orcheslraled virlually identically. Both Delius and Vaughan Williams
divide their double-basses and mark the double-bass parts ppp. Vaughan
Williams mutes his double-basses, Delius does not but Vaughan Williams docs
this surely because he doubles the double-bass part at the octave above with
divided 'cellos, whereas Delius has the 'cellos silent at this point, leaving only
the low string timbre of ppp double-basses divisi in the texture - consequently,
there is no need for them to be muted.
B < l .i 1111t·1
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The divided 'cellos and double-basses that begin the l.011do11 Symphony rise
by a fourth; the music rises by this same interval in Paris, where it is the same
rising interval that encompasses Delius's opening bass-clarinet theme. It is
clarinet tone also, heard above muted horns with muted violas in the bassclarinet region, that as in the third bar of Paris we hear first as wind
instrumental timbre in the second bar of the l .cmdo11 Symphony.
Delius extends the first five bars of Pnris on divided 'cellos in three parts
before the first main subject is heard on a solo oboe. Vaughan Williams's first
three bars are also extended, after a pause over the bar-line before the first
main theme is heard on divisi first violins. Therefore, we can sec that both of
the first main themes in Pnris and in the Lo11do11 Symphony take place within
the compass of a falling fifth - which is the opening rising fourth now inverted
in both works.
The very appearance of the first ten bars of both works is so strikingly
similar that Vaughan Williams simply had to have been aware of Delius's music.
It is demonstrably the case that virtually everything about the opening ten bars
of both works is so similar that there can surely be no doubt as to the impact of
Dclius's Paris on the younger composer's vivid imagination.

v
There remain several other similar aspects between these works: the most
important occurs in the Scherzo (perhaps tellingly subtitled Nocturne) of the
London Symphony during the famous passage which recalls 'the very faint
suggestion of mouth organs and mechanical pianos', as the composer described
it. In other words, this is meant to be the sounds of street music, squeeze boxes
and the like. These sounds, together with tire very mea11s by which they are
achieved, arc presaged by Delius at figure 25 of Paris, through successions of
adjacent parallel chords in thirds, in moderate tempo. This point may be
compared with the almost identical features of the opening pages of both
works - a small one, and more of a 'feel' rather than an allusion - or is it? In the
mean time, that is to say, between the composition of the works we arc
discussing the years 1899 and 1913 not only had Elgar produced Cockaig11e
and lves his Central Pnrk in tire Dark, but also Stravinsky had composed Petrushka
in 1911. In Pctrushka, which Delius had heard in the company of the composer
in London, having been introduced to Stravinsky by Beecham, we find that
Stravinsky's depiction of fairground music (the setting of the ballet is not a
fairground, as we might know one today, for the fair is held in Admiralty Square
in St Pctersburg in the 1830s) - the 'street sounds', 'mouth organs', 'mechanical
instruments' and so on, is musically identical to that used by Delius in Pnris
successive adjacent parallel chords in thirds, a device Delius was to return to
later at the beginning of Scene Five (The rair) in his opera A Village Romeo and
Juliet, where the parallels with Petnisl1ka are technically, and melodically, even
more remarkable.
13

This similarity is especially striking in the recollection, at 11igl1t, of the same
street sounds, in the distance, in moderate tempo, in the final pages of
Petruslika. Stravinsky's ballet appeared two years before the first version of the
London Symphony. In the example, the music is transposed into the same key
of C for all three works, to make the point more clearly.
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Did either Vaughan Williams or Stravinsky possess a copy of the score of
Paris, which was published in 1909 for the first time, or (rather less likely, we
should imagine) of the vocal score of A Village Romeo and Juliet, which had been
privately printed in Paris in around 1906? If they did, we can observe how soon
Delius's originality may have caught on. Many years later, Vaughan Williams
exhibited a somewhat ambivalent attitude towards Delius's music: he certainly
knew A Village Romeo and Juliet intimately enough to praise the scene The Dream
of Sali and Vre11cl1m (of which the opening ten bars or so undoubtedly
influenced I Iolst's Salum) as being the work of 'a great composer' - this
comment is contained in a letter lo Michael Kennedy in 1955; almost twenty
years earlier, Vaughan Williams had written about this scene in a similar vein in
14

a lcller to E J Mocran, by which time a new vocal score of the opera had been
available for some years. After Vaughan Williams died in 1958, his library was
dispersed, m,1inly amongst friends, and his widow cannot confirm whether he
possessed scores of these works.
But if Stravinsky was aware of Dclius's work prior to writing Petrusl1kn,
although this may take our conjecture too for, it may help explain one curious
point which docs not, on the evidence, ring true in Stravinsky's recollections of
that meeting between himself and Delius in London: ' ... as 1 spoke almost no
English, and he but little French, the conversation did not develop.' Yet Delius
had lived in Paris for several years; he was a fluent French speaker, and had
remarked lo Vaughan Williams on the Sea Sym1Jl1011y in French, a fact which
both Michael Kennedy and Christopher Palmer said was 'one of life's little
mysteries'. But could it not have been that Delius, knowing that Vaughan
Williams was anxious to go to Paris, was testing the younger man's knowledge
of the very language which he was shortly to have to use? Did Delius not wish
to speak with Stravinsky at that time, after hearing Pefrusl1ka, feigning
ignorance of the one language that both composers spoke well? Stravinsky's
recollection may not be at all reliable, in the light of further evidence,
specifically a letter by Delius, i11 Trc11c'1 1 to Stravinsky, two days before the first
night of J,e Sacre du Pri11te111ps in Paris, in which he says' ... I shall certainly come
on Thursday as I insist on hearing your work.' (Sec Lionel Carley's Delius A
Ufc i11 Letters 1909-1934.) This feature of the relationship between Delius and
Stravinsky may remain a moot point, but we ought perhaps to mention another
matter which may have led to Beecham introducing the two men to each other.
This was that the first task undertaken for Diaghilev by Stravinsky was an
orchestration w h ich has never been published, and which is in all probability
lost - of several of Grieg's late solo piano pieces, in 1909. Knowing Delius's
friendship w ith Grieg, and being aware of Oiaghilcv's work, it may be that
Beecham used these facts in bringing the composers together.
We ought also to mention that Granville Bantock employed the similar
musical feature of adjacent parallel chords in thirds, in his orchestral work Fifi11e
at the fair, composed between August and November 1911, producing effects
very similar indeed to parts of Petrnshka. Both are 'fairground' scores, with
'street sounds' as aspects of their textures. Fifi11e at the fair was not first
performed until 1912. This first performance was, of course, after Paris , A
Villag£• Romeo a11d Juliet and Petrusl1ka had all been heard in London. As the final
note on this portion of our discussion, it was Beecham who made the first-ever
recording of music by Stravinsky excerpts from 1:0isca11 de Fcu in 1915 and
the first recording of riji11c at the fair in 1949: the only recordings he ever made
of music by these two composers.
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VI
The street-sounds similarities we find in Paris and the Lo11do11 Symphony are, in
this context, more of a passing allusion bul not necessarily a trifling one.
What cannot be disputed is Lhe demonstrable likenesses of the openings of
both works. Nor arc these observations in any way meant to bdittle Vaughan
Williams's achicvcmenls in his J,011do11 Symphony. We have to concern
ourselves in these observations with the version of the Symphony with which
we are familiar today (which is actually the third revised version - the
composer's fourth version of the work). rt is curious to note that lhe
programme in which the London Symphony received its first performance
(Queen's Hall, March 271914) also included the English premiere of the revised
version of Delius's 111 A Summer Garde11 as well as Ravcl's Vn/ses nobles et
se11time11tales: this laller was its second performance in London; the orchestrnl
version was completed by Ravel in 1912. It would be of the greatest interest to
examine the original version of the symphony, which contains upwards of 15
minutes of music not heard today, to see if there arc further references to Paris,
apart from those we can discern in the final version. These include such
features as the bassoon figure (six bars after 2 in Paris), and a similar motif (four
bars after Din the I.011do11 Symphony); the orchestral texture, beginning one bar
after 4 in Paris and the Epilogue in the London; the ppp Vivace 6/8 pulse in Priris
and the pp Allegro vivace 6/8 pulse in the Scherzo, also termed Nocturne as we
noted earlier, of the /,011do11; a comparatively fuller use of a far bigger percussion
section, after 15 in Paris, and in much of the Scherzo of the symphony; the
chromatic bass-line, beginning eight bars after 18 in Paris and the chromatic !ff
theme that begins the Allegro risoluto in the Lo11do11; the concept o{ the Tempo di
marcia, 4/4, at 23 in Paris and the Macstoso al/a marcia, 4/4, in the finale of the
London; the final chords, both G major, and both dying away, from fortissimo to
piano in Paris (in this tutti chord the brass and horns leave off before the wind
and strings) and from forte to pppp 11ie11te in the symphony, where the wind and
brass leave off before the strings.
As for the music from the earliest version of the l.011do11 not heard today which may contain other references to Paris - the only extract from this version
to have been printed can be found on pages 75/6 of Michael Kennedy's book,
referred to above. This extract is of six bars of the second version, taken from
the second movement of the symphony, which were mentioned in a letter from
Bernard Herrmann that appeared in Tlte Musical Times in 1959. It appears that
when Mr I Ierrmann wan led to perform the symphony in the USA in the 1930s,
the only set of parts available to him was of this second version. Mr I Ierrrnann
considered them as particularly striking and beautiful - 'one of the most original poetic moments in the entire symphony', as he wrote. He found out that
Vaughan Williams had deleted them in one of the revisions, and Mr I Icrrmann
much regretted the excision: he was unable lo persuade the composer to
restore them.
1
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The point is that there arc several notable similarities between the six bars
and the music between figures 27 and 28 of Delius's Paris. The key is the same
- essentially a tonal region on A flat. The tempi arc almost the same: Lento in
the symphony, Molto lento in Paris. The chromatically descending thirds (divisi
strings in the London, flutes and clarinets in Paris) arc similar, and the one-bar
horn, cor anglais, clarinet and solo 'cello solos in the Lomicm symphony arc
foreshadowed in the one-bar horn, oboe, solo violin, flute and clarinet solos in
these bars in Paris.
In 1941 Eugene Goossens conducted a recording, with the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra, of Vaughan Williams's Lo11do11 Symphony. This
performance used the same edition which was available to Mr Herrmann Vaughan Williams's publisher's agents in America not, apparently, being aware
that there was a later version of the score. This edition, unwittingly used by
both Goossens and Herrmann, had been specifically withdrawn by the
composer, as a note in the 1920 published study score makes plain: 'this revised
edition supersedes the Original Version which should no longer be used.'
Goossens's recording therefore incorporates those bars to which Mr Herrmann
referred (together with other material we also do not hear today in the finale).
This RCA 78-rpm set remained unissued outside of the USA until 1993, when it
was transferred to a compact disc on the Biddulph label, affording music lovers
the opportunity of hearing the passage. We can thus demonstrate that these
bars do compare with those in Paris.
Apart from the inherent interest in Goossens's recording, which contains
about 30 additional bars of unpublished music, one should remember that from
Ju ly 1912, for four years, Eugene Goossens himself was a member of the
Queen's Hall Orchestra in the rank-and-file first violin section, and he would,
therefore, have taken part in the first performance of the Symphony. Some
commentators have criticised Coossens's tempi for being faster in places than
those we normally hear today, but it may be that his approach is more in
keeping with what Vaughan Williams initially had in mind.
Throughout his life, Vaughan Williams would refer to 'cribbing' from the
works of other composers - from Beethoven (in the Fourth Symphony), and
from Herbert I Iowells, amongst others, in other scores. I le also referred to
Constant Lambert astonishing him by pointing out similarities between
Debussy's J,a Mer and the opening pages of the London, after having been told
by others of alternative influences. Nonetheless, the parallels between Paris
and A T.011do11 Symphony, as we have seen, are so close as to suggest a genuine
influence.
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VII

There is one other curious aspect which did not escape early commentators,
and we return lo lwo composers mentioned earlier.
In 1902, Delius sent a score of Paris to Richard Strauss. He replied in friendly
terms but, declining to perform it, said ' ... it seems moreover to be an imitation
of Charpentier ... ' The Leipzig publishing house C F Kahnt wrote to Delius in
1905: 'It reminds us of Charpcnlier's touise.'
Charpentier's opera of 1900, set in contemporary Paris, was a tremendous
success at its first production. It was soon heard in many major opera houses,
and was given for the first time al Covent Garden in 1909. The Weslmi11slcr
Gazette, writing of the first performance of the London symphony, considered' ...
the first movement introduction rather reminiscent, like a good many other
pages of the work, of Charpentier's touise..' We find the closest approximations
to Paris and the Londo11 Symphony in the second act of the opera: there arc two
orchestral Preludes, the first of which, 'Paris s'eveille', has an orchestral texture
not unlike that found at figure 4 in Paris and in the Epilogue of the Londo11. The
second Prelude, 'Un atelier de couture', is a bustling piece in 6/8, which is also
not unlike those 6/8 passages in Paris and the Scherzo of the symphony. There
is a pp phrase, which rises and falls, towards the end of the previous tableau in
the same act, on solo piccolo, which is a very striking parallel with a similar
idea, six bars after figure 36, in Paris. Christopher Palmer drew other, rather less
convincing, parallels between Paris andtouise - but undoubtedly closer ties may
be unearthed between Delius's work and Charpentier's: notably in the latter's
magnificent sy111p/10nie-dra111e in four acts La vie du poete. It would be interesting
to discover if Delius attended a performance of this work, which was
premiered at the Paris Opera in May 1892 (the vocal score was published in the
same year).
It may not be entirely without interest lo note that Havergal Brian, in an
extensive series of articles about Dclius's music for Musical Opinion in 1924,
considered Paris to be one of the composer's finest works. He wrote: 'it is not
an unfamiliar work in this country. I have heard one very fine performance of
it under Beecham when he took the New Symphony Orchestra to Liverpool in
1908. Beecham, always keen and alert, was on his mettle and gave a thrilling
performance 0£ Lhe work. Charpentier, poet and composer, has written an
opera in which he symbolises the soul of 'Paris'; he takes several hours to
unfold the drama. Delius, feeling the subject in another way, symbolises it in
lhe orchestra in a few minutes.' Havcrgal Brian's articles comprised lhc most
extensive writing on Delius to have appeared up to 1924 in the musical press
(Brian was unaware of Warlock's book, the publication of which appeared after
Brian had begun his series of articles).
With regard to the influence of Louise on the Lo11clo11 Symphony, even if
Vaughan Williams had seen a production of Louise in Paris or in London (which
is highly likely, given Lhe success of the opera in both capitals at the lime, and
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Vaughan Williams's interest then in things French), these arc no more than
fleeting similarities. It is undeniably curious that both Richard Strauss in 1902
and a London critic Lwelve years laler should find a connexion between
Charpentier's Louise and Delius's Paris on the one hand, and the Vaughan
Williams Symphony on the other. Richard Strauss should have realised, in
1902, that Paris predaled lhe premi re of Louise. But Richard Capell's comment
in the Daily Mail on the first performance of the l~o11dcm, is in the light of our
discussion - quite remarkable when he said he found 'Stravinsky's influence ...
often perceptible, notably in the mouth-organ imilations in the amusing
I Iarnpstead Heath scherzo.' Michael Kennedy quotes Capell in The Works of
Ralph Vauglian Williams; commenting that the influence was 'an unconscious
echo, perhaps, of Petrusl1ka.' As we have seen, this was more than likely to have
been an unconscious echo of Paris.
VIII
The facl remains lhal Paris came before every one of lhese works: before Louise
was first produced, before A VillnKe Romeo and Juliet, Pctrushka, Fifi11e at the Fair
and the I,011do11 Symphony all appeared.
The Lo11do11 was Lhe mosl revised of all Vaughan Williams's symphonies. In
undertaking his revisions, he may well have considered some passages were
too reminiscent of other music, and removed them. Whatever his reasons, it
would be foolish in the exlreme, and downright unmusical, to attempt to decry
the magnificence of Vaughan Williams's eventual symphonic masterpiece, a
superb achievement that deserves to be - as it is - in the repertoires of
orchestras and conductors all over the world.
But we may be sure that, had it been pointed out lo Vaughan Williams, he
would have been the first to agree that any contact he might have had with
Delius's Paris had planted a seed in his own creative subconscious that was to
flower, so superbly, in his next major orchestral work.

© Robert Matthew-Walker 1997
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The Loss at the Heart of his Music
Violinist Tasmin Little describes her quest and says knowledge of
a composer's love life can only be of benefit
(Daily Te leg raplz, 25 June 1997)
I hardly noticed the heat because my mind was so preoccupied by the thought
that my search may finally be coming to fruition. I was going to a house in the
spacious, green ouLsk.irLs o{ SL Augustine, norLh-east Florida. There I was
hoping to meet a living descendant of someone whose existence had only
previously been hinted at - Frederick Delius's illegitimaLe child.
Twelve years ago, I could never have predicted that my disserLation abouL
the composer would have Jed me on Lhis quest During my research, I had
concenLrated on the early period of Delius's life. I was intrigued that he had
desperately wished to escape his father's tedious wool business in Brae.Hord
and had gone lo grow oranges on a plantation in Florida.
It seems he found the atmosphere in Florida exhilarating and he loved to
hear the unaccompanied singing of his black foreman. I was exciLed Lo read an
article written by Percy Grainger, in which he said that his close friend Delius
had had a black sweetheart during his initial stay in Florida in 1884-85 and that
the girl later bore his son. Upon reading more, I found that this girl was called
Chloe and that on a subsequent trip back to Florida in 1897, Delius tried to find
both her and the child. But Chloe had fled, fearing he would take her and the
child away, and he never found out what became of her or his son.
When I learned of this, so many of Lhe feelings that I had had about Delius's
music fell into place. I have always sensed a feeling of transience and nostalgia
permeating his work and, in many of his choral pieces, he frequently harks
back to the idea of lost love. In his book, Delius, Portrait of a Cos111opolita11,
Christopher Palmer explores the African-American influence in Delius's music
and lists his kinship with Gershwin and Duke Ellington. But it dawned on me
that his experience in Florida may have been crucial in other ways in shaping
the way Delius's composition was to develop, as it is generally recognised lhal
his mature style of writing dates from 1897 onwards.
After my paper was published, my views on the black mistress were fiercely
challenged by William Randel, an American professor. Bul I was laLer backed
up by Eric Fenby, Delius's amanuensis, who believed Grainger was telling the
truth, and also by the granddaughter of close friends of Delius, who told me
that she had known about this story ever since she had been a child.
Television director Michael Darlow and the BBC expressed interest in
making a documentary about trying Lo uncover the events in Florida; and so,
early this year, I took my first trip there.
I made my first discoveries at the Historical Preservation SocieLy in St
Augustine where genealogist Charles Tingle traces family trees. The only thing
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I knew was that the girl was called Chloe and that she must have come from
the area around Solana Grove where Delius had lived. Luckily Chloe is an
unusual name and Charles found only three Chloes in the Florida stale census
for 1885. The only 'eligible' girl was Chloe Baker, who was 17 years old and
lived at Racy Point - not far from Solana Grove.
We then looked at the Florida census for 1900 but could find no evidence of
Chloe this would match the story, if she had indeed run away by that time.
Interestingly, in another Baker family there suddenly appeared a young boy
called Frederick W Baker. Tingle said that a middle initial was highly unusual
in the black community and, indeed, Frederick W was the only child in that
Baker family who had a middle name. Delius's father's two middle names
were Friedrich Wilhelm and although the given age of Frederick W in lhe
census was only nine years old (instead of the 14 or 15 that he should have
been) Tingle felt that all the coincidences were too strong to be ignored. In the
event, he said that Frederick was undoubtedly the 'best lead' and so the next
stage was to try to find his descendants.
Our search was not helped by the fact that vast amounts of records had
been destroyed by fires during that period, but we found the town directories
for the area around St Augustine. To my delight, there was Frederick W Baker,
a railway labourer who also worked in a general store. He had been married to
Bertha, but later married an Emma Baker. However, after 19341 could find no
more trace of his name in the directories, although Emma's name and address
were still there until 1945.
The trail was running out. I went back to St Augustine and spoke to
Harrison Sanks, the nephew of Delius's foreman on the plantation. Amid the
chaos of young children running around and the television set blaring out,
Sanks told me stories of the time when he had lived at Solana Grove as a boy.
Did he, I asked, know of any story about a Chloe Baker and any connection
with Delius? The reply was negative but, anxious to help, Sanks invited his
cousin Charlie to come and meet me. When I asked him about the Baker family,
Charlie said he knew an Oscar Baker. Sensing my excitement, Charlie arranged
for him to come over after work. It transpired that Oscar had actually known
Emma Baker Frederick W Baker's second wife. She was now dead, but her
daughter was alive.
Oscar offered lo take us lo her house and we found her at home. I asked
her if her father was called Frederick and was thrilled when she told me that it
was her half-sister, now dead, who had been the daughter of Frederick W Baker
and Emma. 1lcre at last was a living connection with the man who might have
been Delius's secret love child.
I still do not know for certain if Frederick W Baker was indeed the
composer's lost illegitimate son. All the evidence so for is circumstantial. Bul
new information is coming to light all the time, and one day - I hope
the
final proof will emerge.
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This article is reprinted by kind permission of the author and the Daily Tclegraplt.
The accompanying article by Norman Lebrecht, entitled Tlze Key to Delius Lies
[/scwltcrc, which is not reproduced here, can be found on page 22 of the edition of the
Dnily Tclcgrnph dated 25th June 1997.
The television film The Works: The Lost Child was shown on BBC2 on Sunday 29th June
1997.
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THE DELIUS TRUST - the first in a series of articles
AN ACCOUNT OF THE DELIUS TRUST
by Martin Williams
When Jelka Delius died in May 1935, her Will, made immediately before her
death, directed that the income of her residuary Estate should be applied
'towards the advancement in England or elsewhere of the musical works of my
late Husband Frederick Delius ... by means of (l) the recording upon the
gramophone or other instrument for the mechanical reproduction of music of
those works of my late I Iusband, which in the opinion of my Trustees and their
advisers are suitable for reproduction, (2) the publication of a uniform edition
of the whole body of the works of my late I lusband or any part thereof, (3) the
financing in whole or in part of the performance in public of the works of my
late Husband'.
The first trustees of the Will were named as Mr Philip Emanuel and Barclays
Bank. The former was Sir Thomas Beecham's solicitor and, it is said, a man
happier on the race course than in the High Court. Jelka' s Will gave them wide
discretion in the manner in which they were to carry out their duties but they
were directed 'to obtain and faithfully observe the advice and opinion of Sir
Thomas Beecham'. As a result, until his death in 1961, Sir Thomas was solely
responsible for the Trust's artistic direction, and influenced every aspect of its
activity.
After his death, the trustees realised that no one individual was adequately
qualified to assume this wide-ranging role, and they applied to the High Court
for a Scheme for the better regulation of the Trust and its activities. Approved
on 8th June 1964, it provided for a panel of three advisers constituted as
follows:
a. The Principal of the Royal Academy of Music or his nominee.
b. A person chosen by the trustees as having experience in the promotion
of concerts.
c. A person experienced in the publication or recording of musical works.
The first advisers (who had been appointed three years earlier on an
informal basis) were: Sir Thomas Armstrong (then Principal of the Royal
Academy of Music); Major Norman Millar (for many years Sir Thomas
Bcecham's private secretary); and the writer and music critic, Felix
Aprahamian. In 1975, following Philip Emanuel's death, Norman Millar
stepped up to became a trustee and Robert Threlfall the Trust's assistant
archivist and a biographer of Rachmaninoff was made an adviser.
By 1979, the Trust had an income of over £60,000 per annum and it was
increasingly clear that it was difficult for Barclays Bank to administer in a
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satisfactory and cost effective way what had become an important grantmaking foundation aclive in every aspect of music promotion. This need for
change coincided with the Bank's wish lo vary lhe charging clause of Jelka's
Will, the value of which had been seriously eroded by inflation. At Sir Thomas
Armstrong's suggestion, and after protracted negotiations, the bank retired in
favour of the Musicians Benevolent Fund.
For 12 years from 1979, the wriler of this account was named as Secretary lo
the Trustees, but in truth for almost all of that time the day-to-day
administration was carried out by Marjorie Dickinson. The position was
recognised in 1991 when she succeeded me; and she has continued to look after
every aspect of the Trust's administration in a friendly and efficient way.
The distinguished conductor and former principal of Trinity College of
Music, Meredith Davies, was appointed an adviser in 1989 and became a
trustee in 1991 following the death of Norman Millar.
In 1991, the lrustecs once again felt the need to revise lhe Trust's
constitution, and lhe Charity Commission was invited to make a second
Scheme permilting lhe Trusl to undertake additional activities, particularly in
the field of education; and lo increase the number of advisers lo five. The new
powers were used immediately to appoint two more advisers: Lionel Carley,
the Trust's Archivist for more than 25 years; and Robert Montgomery, a former
chief executive of lhe Mechanical Copyright Protection Society. The laller's
knowledge of music copyright adminislration was to prove invaluable during
the next few years. A fifth adviser - th e conductor, David Lloyd-Jones - was
appointed in 1996.
25 years earlier the lrust had been involved in an important law case which
established the principle that a trust to educate and inform the public about the
music of an individual is proper charitable activity. The matter arose because
doubt had been raised by lhe Inland Revenue as to whether the trusls
contained in Jelka's Will were valid charitable trusts. If it had been shown lhat
they were not, the Trust would have lost its tax-exempt status, significantly
reducing its net income.
The Trust's most important single legacy, under the terms of Jelka's Will,
was a quantity of musical manuscripts and autograph letters - and no more
than half-a-dozen photographs. No film or sound recording of Delius or his
music was found among these documents.
Over the years the Trust gradually acquired further scores and letters, and
collected photographs, printed music, books, journals and concert programmes
together with a limited number of audio and video recordings. By 1995, the
Archive was many times the siz:c of the original bequest and the trustees
decided to exercise one o{ the powers conferred by the 1964 Scheme and
donated almost all the manuscript scores to the British Library.
Some exhibition material is available on a loan and return basis, and
microfilm of much of the music archive, including some of the autograph
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scores, is deposited with the Royal Academy of Music nnd the University of
York where it may be examined by prior appointment.
1992 saw the completion of the second of the Trust's three main objects: the
preparation and editing of the Collected Edition of Dclius's works. This
immense task was brought to a successful conclusion under the direction of
Robert Threlfall and it is notable that it was completed under budget and on
time a feat which many publishers might long to emulate. The consequential
programme of revising the allied performing material is now well in hand.
The trustees have always assisted with recordings of DeHus's music: first on
shellac discs, then in vinyl form and, in recent years, on compact disc. Many of
the last have been under the Unicorn-Kanchana label including the award
winning set 'The Fenby Legacy'.
Publications financed by the Trust have included a catalogue of the Delius
Collection of the Grainger Museum by Rachel Lowe, a catalogue raiso11c (and
supplement) of Delius's compositions by Robert Threlfall, and an exemplary
epistolary biography in two volumes by Lionel Carley.
Two major projects in recent years have been a film for television of A Village
Romeo a11d Juliet with the ORF Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Charles
Mackerras; and an educational film entitled Discoveri11g Delius made with
Landscer Film & Television Productions. New ways of publicising Delius's
music continue to be sought and one current project is the setting-up, in
conjunction with The Delius Society, of a site on the World Wide Web.
Since its foundation in 1935 the Trust has financed many hundreds of
performances of Delius's music throughout the United Kingdom and
elsewhere. The trustees' current policy is to concentrate on those works which
arc heard less frequently.
The Trust is entitled to almost all the royalties, hire fees and performing
rights payments arising on Delius's music throughout the world. In addition,
it enjoys royalties from recordings it has financed, and the income arising from
the investments representing its reserves.
In 1996 the term of music copyright throughout the EU was unified as 70
years post 111orlc111 auctoris. Delius's music, which had been freely available since
1984, came back into copyright and, as a result, the Trust's income is expected
to rise significantly.
This unexpected windfall, coupled with the completion of the Collected
Edition, have caused the trustees to explore with the Charity Commission the
possibility of enlarging the Trust's objects so as to include the promotion of the
music of other British composers born since 1860. This is known to be in
accordance with Delius's own wishes.
Whether or not this alteration comes about, the primary object of the Trust
will continue to be, as it has always been, ' the advancement ... of the musical
works of my late husband Frederick Delius'.
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MARJORIE DICKINSON
Marjorie Dickinson was born in Chelsea and educated at the School of St Agnes
and St Michael, East Grinstead. After obtaining the Personal Secretaries
Diploma of the London College of Secretaries, she gained two years' experience
in the City. Then followed nine years in the Women's Royal Naval Service.
This consisted of, firstly, service with the Royal Marines (heading the CO's
shorthand/typing pool); then work in the RN Supply and Secretariat Branch
and a tour of duty in the Far East on passage to Australia as Secretary to the
OC Troops and his staff. Marjorie was Secrt>tury to the Chief Officer WRNS,
British Pacific Fleet in Melbourne, and in I long Kong lo the Fleet Supply
Officer, BPF. On return to the UK, in an administrative capacity, she was
Assistant Secretary, Londonderry Naval Base and Secretary to the RN/RAF
Anti-submarine School; finally she was Personal Assistant lo the Commanderin-Chief, Portsmouth.
Fifteen years were spent in the London Head Office of the
ColoniaVCommonweallh Development Corporation which assists poorer
countries to develop their economies. The posts of Clerk to the Board of
Directors, Commercial Committee and the Executive Management Board, and
Secretarial Officer (Company) in the Legal Department, involved an interest in
many diverse projects and a knowledge of the nitty-gritty of company
secretarial practice.
Subsequently Claxo (the
international
pharmaceutical
giant) found a use for this
in
its
Group
experience
Secn.•t<1rial. Reing Manager of
Corpora le Services involved
responsibility for services, advice
and administrative assistance in
corporate secretarial affairs and
practice for all Group companies.
Being secretary to the Group
Board
Charitable
Appeals
Committee introduced a further
dimension.
As a pensioner she wns
looking for an occupation which
would use some of the
experience gained over many
Marjorie Dickinson
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years, possibly in a chnrity inn new field, nnd with an interest in music through
concert-going, Marjorie found that The Musicians Benevolent Fund provided
the answer. The job of Trusts Administrator involved administration of legacies, and day-to-day management of various music and educational trusts
including The Delius Trust. She also became Secretary to the Loan Fund for
Musical Instruments, which helps talented young professional musicians to
own the instruments they need for their careers. Since 1991, after retiring from
the MBfi Marjorie has found it a pleasure to continue this work and to hold the
appointment of Secretary lo The Delius Trust.

HELEN FAULKNER
Born in Brighton in 1953, l lclen started music lessons aged seven, taking up the
'cello aged nine because her school had been given a very small instrument.
This was entirely the wrong reason to take up the 'cello, though she loved
playing il, because she never did grow into playing a full-size instrument. The
most important part of her early and teenage musical education came from
playing in junior and youth orchestras ('La Calinda' from Koanga was a
particular party piece) and from hacking with friends through mountains of the
chamber music parts kept by the local Library.
She went to London University to read music and stayed on to teach and to
do research. 1Towever, the delights of middle period Webcrn began lo pall and
she moved into music librarianship,
working first as an academic librarian
and then, in 1985, going to lhe BBC to
manage the vast resources then held
at Yakling House. Her time at the
BBC also included a period
producing gardening programmes
for television but most of her work
was for Radio 3. In 1994 she left the
BBC to take up the post of Secretary
of the Musicians Benevolent Fund
and it is in this capacity that she
represents the MBF as Trustee of The
Delius Trust. This connection has
been
particularly
rewarding,
maintaining as it does her past links
with the academic, bibliographic and
performing aspects of the musical
world.
l'/ioto: Jez Co11/so11 (111srxlit)

MARTIN WILLIAMS
Martin Williams was born in Tunbridge Wells in 1946 and was educated at
1bnbridge School. He started his career in the City of London as an accountant,
subsequently working for a merchant bank. After a spell as a dealer in antique
maps & prints, he studied at the Polytechnic of Central London, graduating in
1974 with a Diploma in Arts Administration. I Te then joined the Musicians
Benevolent Fund - the largest national charity caring for musicians and their
families - and was appointed chief executive two years later. Over the next 18
years, he built the MBF into a national organisation employing over 70 people
and having a revenue budget of £2.5 million per annum.
Currently he is an independent consultant working in the charity and notfor-profit sector. Recent projects include work for the Royal College of Music
and the London Sinfonietta, and a feasibility study for Oxfordshire County
Council into a proposed conforence centre and concert holl. At present he is
engaged on a project for Imperial College of Science, Technology & Medicine.
I le is a member of the National Ileritage Lottery Fund technical review panel.
For more than 10 years he has been a director of a private company trading
internationally in chemicals, waxes and plastics.
Jle is a trustee of a number of national charities including the Royal Albert
Hall, The Delius Trust and the Kathleen Ferrier Memorial Scholarship Fund.
Whilst still at school, the chance
acquisition of a printing press led to
a life-long interest in printing and
typography. This developed into a
love of the work of William Morris.
Martin is a Fellow of the Society of
Antiquaries and treasurer of the
committee that manages Kclmscotl
Manor - Morris's country retreat
near Oxford - for the Society.
Martin is married to Gillian
Darby, a lecturer with Christie's
They
share
an
Education.
enthusiasm for gardening and
architecture which has been
expressed in the acquisition of an
early 18th Century belvedere or
summer house in Lincolnshire,
around which they arc creating an
appropriate garden complete with
formal canal.
J'lwto: I lnnyn Cl1/nln
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MEETINGS OF THE DELIUS SOCIETY----MIDLANDS BRANCH REPORT
LIONEL CARLEY on DELIUS'S VILLAGE
22 March 1997
The first Midlands Branch meeting since the death of Eric Fenby opened with
a hearing of A Late Lark in his memory. The venue was again Richard Kitching's
house, Ravensdalc, at Weston Underwood.
Lionel Carley, making a welcome return to these parts, then gave us an
overview of the emergence of Crez-sur-Loing from a peasant seclusion Lo a
rural mecca for artists of many nationalities, beginning with the predominantly
Swedish influx of the 1880s. Prior to this, the Chevillon family had transformed
the local inn into a proper hotel; and this, together with Lhe nearby Laurent
hotel, provided bed and board for many different artists in the succeeding
years.
Following the earlier influences of Corot, and then the Barbizon school, the
Swedish artists aimed at an unromantic representation of rural scenes and were
concerned too with capturing the particular grey-green light that characterises
the Fontainebleau area. A number of the young men who visited Grez in the
1880s later became accepted masters, at least back home in Scandinavia. We
saw fine examples of the works of Carl Larsson, Karl Nordstrom, Christian
Krohg and Richard Bergh, among others. The famous old bridge and the river
at Grez featured often in their output, also the familiar main street with the
church, the Chevillon hotel and the Delius house. The long gardens and the
great grey walls running down to the river were frequently used and many of
the second wave of artists set the gables and chimneys of the Laurent hotel as
high points in their village scenes.
Larsson is, of course, better known as a painter of stylised domestic scenes,
but at Grez a lot of his work was en plci11 air, following what was still a relatively
new trend. The young artist was able to persuade the Chevillons to build a
small atelier in the garden of the hotel to accommodate himself and his friends
in their work. (Even when later Jelka and her friend Ida Gerhardi were painting
in their garden at Grez , the use of their model Marcelle for nude poses in the
open seemed quite daring and definitely ala mode moderne.
Two wealthy transatlantic visitors were of interest: the Chadwick family
preceded Jelka Rosen in the house that became her home with Delius,
presumably renting it from the impoverished Marquis de Carzeaux. Both
Frank Chadwick and his wife Emma were talented artists and there is a
delightful photograph of the farnily on the garden steps at the house. Lionel
recalled meeting one of lhe little girls pictured, then in her eighties, in 1969.
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One of the Swedish contingent, the gifted Carolin Bcncdicks, was courted
and won by lhc Canadian William Blair Bruce. It was the Bruces who gave the
separate invitations to Jelka Rosen and Frederick Delius to a dinner party in
Paris for their first meeting.
Apart from Mesdames Chadwick and Bruce, the distaff side was well
represented .-it Gre7. during the eighties by the Scandinavians Karin Larsson
(Carl's wife), Sophie l Iolten and Julia Beck; and lhe German-born Jelka Rosen
and Ida Gerhardi established themselves on a more permanent basis in 1896
after several summers of temporary residence.
Apart from lhc Scandinavians, artists from a more distant nation arrived in
some force in the 1890s and after. The defeat of the Shoguns in Japan in 1868
had led to the opening of that country to new influences from outside. Soon
there came an outflow of questing Japanese cager to learn and practise new
artistic skills, embracing the whole spectrum of western culture. The Tokyo
School of Fine Arts opened in 1887, and soon the first wave of travelling
students hit Paris and then Fontainebleau. We saw a photograph of the young
artist Seiki Kuroda and friends, and a fine series of Kuroda scenes - calm
interiors and beautiful soft landscapes. The artist is believed to have fallen for
his sitter Maria Billot a pretty portrait - but nothing could come of the liaison.
The impressionist influence began to show more among the Japanese after
1900, and some fine work by Chu Asai and Eisaku Wade, among others, was
shown. Several of these early visitors went back to become major figures on the
Japanese art scene in later life.
These days, with a plethora of societies, interest groups and adult education
specialties, it is easy to take in the potted 'life', get a sense of style or technique,
or learn a little more about some well-known reuvre dissected and analysed in
detail. Only too easy though to forget most of this comfortably acquired
knowledge, apart from vague recollection when prompted. The focus of Delius
Society meetings however is usually peripheral to a central core of biographical
and textual knowledge which is taken largely as read. The well-researched
details and newly-discovered slants that emerge complement that core and
colour our perceptions. In this case Lionel quite brought to life the vital little
cosmos that was developing in tranquil fin-de-siecle countryside, reminding us
lhal lhis was the France that Delius came to in 1888 as much as the bustling
confident city.
Richard Kitching voiced our grateful thanks to Lionel for his stimulating
programme; and the evening ended as usual with our indulgence in an
excellent supper (provided this lime by Jo and Brian Radford) and in some
enjoyable paruprandial chat.
Jerry Rowe
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MIDLANDS BRANCH REPORT
STEPHEN LLOYD on SIR WILLIAM WALTON

19 April 1997
I laving ascertained Lhal Stephen had been commissioned Lo wrile a book on
Walton, I hastened to ask him to give the Branch a talk on a composer who had
not previously figured in our proceedings. Perhaps this is not surprising as
Walton is on record as saying: "l always disliked D (Delius) and his works ..." *
Stephen started by briefly discussing whal he considers to be Walton's
major works, namely, Faqade, Belshazzar's Feast, the First Symphony, the Viola
and Violin Concerti and Lhe incidental music lo the film Hc11ry V.
He then dealt with Walton's biography, commencing with the early
performances of Faqade and disposing of the myth propagated by the Sitwells
of a riot al the firsl public performance. I le illustrated his remarks with extracts
from the piece performed by Edilh Silwell and Constant Lambert.
lt transpired that Belshazzar's Feast was originally written for a small choir,
two soloists and reciter with orchestra, quite a contrast wilh the final version.
Part two ol Lhe Lalk concentrated on Wallon's relations with the fair sex and
their respective influences on his works including the Viola Concerto, the First
Symphony, the Violin Concerto, the String Quartet, and Troilus a11d Cressida.
His long relationship with Alice Wimbome ended tragically with her death
from cancer leaving Walton bereft. His condition revived with his subsequent
marriage to the present Lady Walton and his move to lschia.
It was clear that Stephen could have given us at least six talks on Walton,
and it was a pity that time did not enable us to have more. It was nevertheless
a fascinating insight into a very private and somewhat ruthless composer
whose personality has only recently been exposed to view.
Thanks are due to Joan and Brian Dunn and Shirley Clover for their
hospitality.
Richard Kitching

*Michael Kennedy: Portrait of Waltm1 OUP (1989), p31.
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
LYNDON JENKINS: A CENTENARY TRIBUTE TO LESLIE HEWARD
9 October 1997
The 1997-8 season began on Thursday, 9 October with a centenary tribute to
Leslie Heward presented by Lyndon Jenkins. He began by pointing our that,
unfortunately, we do not have any recordings of Heward conducting Delius,
since Beecham, with the Society recordings of the 1930's, was almost the only
conductor doing so. Works which I Ieward was playing at the time were ill a
Su11111111r Garden, Paris and the Double Concerto but there was no opportunity to
record these. Even his recording of the Moeran Symphony needed the support
of the British Council to get it made.
Heward was a Yorkshireman, born on 8 December 1897 at Littletown. He
was a brilliant musician with precocious talent: he began studying the organ at
the age of five, went to Manchester Cathedral Choir School, then, on a
composition scholarship, to the Royal College of Music in London and, whilst
still a student, joined the music staff at Westminster School. At the Royal
College, he joined the new Conductor's Class of Adrian Boult, and from then
on it was clear that his musical career was going to be as a conductor. He was
also composing at this time, but mainly earned his living as a cinema organist
and in the theatre, together with any concluding work that he could get. He
began conducting in 1922, and one of his first concerts was Samson and Delilah,
given in Birmingham with the British National Opera Company. He was a
musician's musician, and was worshipped by the players, but somehow never
made an equal impression on audiences. There were few openings for
conductors at this time, but from 1925 he was for three years Musical Director
of the South African Broadcasting Corporation and conductor of the Cape
Town Municipal Orchestra. However, a lifelong asthma sufferer, it was here
that he caught tuberculosis which, despite various severe treatments,
eventually killed him.
Our first musical example featured Heward playing brilliantly the very
difficult piano part in Frank Titterton's 1929 recording of Frank Bridge's 'Love
Goes a-Riding'. In 1930 IJeward succeeded Boult as conductor of the
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, with its season of eight Thursday concerts
from October to March. Tle introduced Sibelius and new British symphonies,
and made the orchestra into a much more distinguished one. With the LPO, he
gave the first British hearing of Tlie Ocea11ides. I lowcver, Waller Legge heard
Heward conducting with Egan Petri as soloist, and suggested that they record
together. We heard the opening section of Lizst's fantasia 011 Tiie Rui11s of Athens.
The only Sibelius he recorded was with his own orchestra in Birmingham. This
was the Rakastava Suite in 1940, of which we heard the last part. Our speaker
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noted Lhal il was so cold on 22 December, when the recording was made in a
windowless Birmingham 'lbwn Hall, afler a bomb blast, lhal the orchestra
rehearsed with their overcoats on.
Heward was excellent at producing first 'takes', which impressed Legge,
who arranged lwenly sessions with Columbia, of which only six were done,
one being given Lo Conslanl Lambert. Heward recorded arias with Gwen
Calley and the young Joan 1Iammond, whose 'One Fine Day' recording, her
first with an orchestra, was an undoubted hit.
Because of the bombing, Legge moved to Manchester, and Lhe rest of
Heward's recordings (with the I Iallc Orchestra) were made either in the Belle
Vue circus ring or the I Iouldsworth I !all. He recorded music from the Gilberl
and Sullivan operas and other works, including the Nell Gwyn dances by
Edward German, wonderful in tone colour, and we heard the second, in which
Heward brings out the second 'cello part, 'an example of how Lhe piece should
go', said our speaker.
Also with the I lallc Orchestra, I Ieward recorded the Ireland Piano
Concerto, with Eileen Joyce as soloist, and lhen the Shostakovich Piano
Concerto No 1 with the same soloist and orchestra.
lleward's mosl important recording, and what became his musical epitaph,
was the first recording of lhe Moeran Symphony in G minor. Heward had
given the first performance with the LPO at Queen's Hall on 13 January 1938,
a recording of which exists, showing off the greater 'flow' of a live performance.
When in 1942 the British Council decided to sponsor recordings of English
music, the work became the first on the list. Heward had ten rehearsals before
the recording and we heard the opening seclion. I Iowever, he was so ill that
the last two sides had to be put off for a week. I Icward was invited to become
principal conductor of the Halle, but he was too ill and, in fact, died on 3 May
1943.
After talking about the memorable concert at Wigmore Hall given in tribute
to Eric Fenby, the second half of the meeting was taken up by a general
discussion of past and future recordings of Delius's music, leavened with
humorous observations and reminiscences by our speaker.
In his vote of thanks, Rodney Meadows said he had never before
appreciated that only Beecham was recording British music in the period from
1933/4 onwards, wilh the exception of the BBC. He thanked Lyndon for an
absolutely marvellous evening, and all present showed their appreciation in
the usual way.
Brian Radford
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The 'Delius in Danville' Festival
29 May to 1June,1997; Danville, Virginia, USA

Michael R Ridderbusch

Belmont, the stately Reidsville manor in which some of the Festival artists

and speakers were housed.

Plroto: Roger 1J11cklcy

Part 1: A Visit to Belmont Estate, and Thoughts on Delius' s Danville Days

One late afternoon, after negotiating a labyrinthine network of roads, I get out
of my car and approach the estate of Belmont somewhat hesitantly, in the way
one pauses before unwrapping a gift: so far, every Festival event has fulfilled its
promise, opening new and exciting horizons on Frederick Delius and his music.
And now before me, packaged in the grand manner, in the porches, balconies,
and Ionic columns characteristic of southern architecture, lies Belmont,
rendezvous of my next Festival experience.
As I ascend the steps, my ears catch the lilting rhythms of Brigg Fair
(Barbirolli's recording), the bucolic strains echoing the green North Carolina
countryside in which this fine home is nestled. l must be in the right place!
Discovering the door unlatched, I gently swing it open and enter the
spacious entrance hall, noting the wood tiled floors, fern-flanked central
staircase, antique furniture, and the elegant Ionic motif recurring in the interior
columnar supports. I move toward the sound of conversation in a room further
back.
"Ilello, how are you!" came the greeting upon my arrival. I was
immediately made lo feel welcome in this small and entirely admirable
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gathering of Festival musicians and scholars. Dr Lionel Carley, Archivist of the
Delius Trust, London, approached to greet me as a place was prepared for me
at their table. Lionel's easy manner and graceful panache al Fe&tival events sd
a comfortable tone for all participants. The same may be said of Dr Roger
Buckley, editor of Tile Delius Society /oumal, and the other member of the
Festival's British contingent. Across from me was Dr Don Gillespie, VicePresident of CF Peters Music Publishing. Also present were the friendly mezzosoprano Dr Nora Sirbaugh, her able accompanist Douglas J Tester, and Frank
Lieber of the Delius Association of Florida.
"Listen to this first entrance of the chorus," says Don, of the dinner
serenade. It was from Appalachia. This great Delius work, which was in so many
ways a leitmotif of the Festival, now refreshed us with lhose genial melodic and
harmonic gestures lhal do not fade upon reacquaintance.
It occurs to me as l write this: Delius has the reputation, not entirely
deserved, of having been essentially a wanderer, living apart from the social
mainstream. Just recall his seclusion in the tropical lushness of his Florida
orange plantation, the Norwegian hiking tours, the unusual friends of his Paris
years, and the years of his increasingly hermetic existence with wife Jelka at
Grez-sur-Loing, in self-imposed exile from his native England. And of the
friends and associates he did have? Delius seems to have preferred 'that which
was unusual in mankind to that which was normal,' Eric Fenby relates. 'The
root of the whole trouble was ... his horror of the mediocre.' (1) The great
success of his musical associations and friendships notwithstanding, I believe
this portrait is largely accurate - but only for the latter part of his life.
You see, when I hear Appalachia I'm reminded of a different Delius, the
Delius that lived in Danville, Virginia (which in no small part contributed to
inspiring the musical and expressive substance of that work), and whose
spirited residence in that city belies the more legendary image we have of
Delius as the self-absorbed aesthete. As the documentary evidence strongly
suggests, the city welcomed him with open arms, and Delius's response in kind
cannot be entirely explained by his then economic exigency. In Danville, he
rapidly ascended socially and professionally, assuming a music professorship at
Roanoke Female College through the advocacy of friend and mentor Professor
Robert S. Phifer. Not only was this the only time in his life that he taught music
(he may also have taught briefly in Florida), it was also the only time he earned
his living as part of a community, i.e. involved with that which was 'normal' in
mankind. The details of this story arc colourful, including his many
friendships, female acquaintances, tobacco district carousing, horse riding,
hiking, concertizing, visits to Dan's I Jill and Burleigh plantation homes, and
exposure to the choruses of black workers, up to 300 at a time, emanating from
the stemmeries of the city's tobacco district (which had such important musical
consequences for Appalacllia, most tangibly in the folk song he heard there and
later developed in that work's theme and variations). Indeed, when Delius
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returned to Danville in 1897, the local newspaper, reviewing the concert given
by Delius and his travelling companions, said that' ... his old friends in the city
were pleased to hear the evidence of his talents as a composer ...' (2) Note the
tone of community wide familiarity a telling comment on Delius's impact on
the city, especially when one considers that he had been absent from Danville
for over ten years! This contrasts sharply with his legendary aloofness from
neighbours during his residence in Grez. What happened?
As Sir Thomas Beecham so aptly points out, 'No analysis or comprehension
of his character is possible unless it be recognized that we are here dealing,
during the course of a life lasting seventy-two years, with two almost different
personalities.' (3) It is not the intent of this brief analysis to examine in detail
the issues surrounding this metamorphosis of personality. I will, however,
advance my conviction that the hardening of his character that began to
manifest around 1900 is attributable to a mature genius harnessing his
resources for the very demanding craft of musical composition, while at the
same time psychologically shielding himself from the taxing exigencies of
financial concern and gradually failing health by syphilis. I Iis ' horror of the
mediocre' can be seen as simply an epiphenomenon, perhaps undesirable, of
high functioning and achievement, rather than a primary facet of his
personality. Delius's final musical legacy is all the more remarkable if we
consider the narrow window of time he had for full realization of his
compositional powers, between the late onset of his artistic maturity (around
1900) and the uncertain future posed by his health (which failed him in 1923).
(I am reminded of that self-portrait of 1872 by the German Symbolist painter
Arnold Bocklin, showing pensive artist in foreground with palette in hand,
while behind him plays Death the fiddler, the skull grinning as bony fingers
draw the bow.) (4) Given these facts of his life, the great verve with which he
sets the concluding line from that greatly resounding penultimate chorus of A
Mass of Ufe strikes us as a sincere and potent insight: 'Lust ist tiefer noch als
I Icrzelcid!'
Great works of art arc testimony to the minds and spirits of their creators,
and often compel us to examine their lives for inspiration, and then back again
to their works. (Didn't Nietzsche say, as paraphrased by J P Stern, that 'man in
the fullness of his being is always more, is always greater than the sum of his
works'?) (5) In contemplating Delius's Danville days, we encounter perhaps
the fullest realization of that earlier Delius, the one of clan and ebullient spirit,
and thus have a valuable touchstone toward achieving a more balanced view
of his personality, world view, and ultimately creative work. I low else are we
to understand 'Invocation' and 'The Song of Laughter' from A Mass of 1.ife, if
not in light of this more optimistic, outgoing side of Delius, his 'bejahende
Natur', or yea-saying to life? And perhaps more to the point of our concerns
here, how arc we to understand the overt geniality and good spirits apparent
on so many of Appalachia's pages if not in reference to his American adventure?
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And if we consider his Florida and Virginia experiences as generally antipodal,
the former contemplative (in Delius's words, "In Florida, through sitting and
gazing at nature, I gradually learnt the way in which I should eventually find
myself ..."), the latter active (as described above), we have the key to
recognizing the corresponding sources for those moods of contemplation and
action juxtaposed throughout Appalachia.
l indulge myself with this digression on Appalachia and Delius's Danville
days not only because of their thematic appropriateness to a Delius festival in
America, but also because what Delius experienced in America and expressed
in that work is still, in many ways, a living reality today, and contact with that
reality informs our understanding of Delius and his music with a new depth.
The past and present came together for me at the last lecture, for example,
when Professor Kinney Rorrer (who lives and works in Danville) described
hearing the spiritual 'No Trouble in That Land Where I'm Bound' (the lune
Delius used as the main theme for Appalachia) from a friend of his mother's,
Cora Jackson. He encountered Cora when visiting his mother in hospital, and
when he casually asked her if she knew the song, she gave an impromptu
recital of it. Apparently the musical traditions encountered by Delius in
1885-86 are still living today!
As I sat there sipping my ice tea before dinner at Belmont, recalling the
events of the previous two days of the Festival, I began to reflect on how Delius
must have been immensely charmed by these settings, like the one in which I
then found myself: the green countryside, the friendly welcome that must have
been extended to him by the residents of Virginia, visits to fine homes similar
to Belmont, the convivial conversations in the Phifer household that must often
have turned to musical matters, etc. Al that moment, 1897 and 1997 merged.
Upon questioning from Roger during dinner, Nora confirmed that Delius
didn't write easily for the voice, and that the vocal lines in his songs are quite
difficult (remarkable considering her fine performances earlier in the Festival).
Roger also remarked on how it is of interest that the titles of Delius's Florida
Suite and Appalachia quote the Spanish and Indian names, respectively, for the
New World. Somehow the subject of Milton Babbitt's music came up, and Don
suggested that it 'sounded better' than others who compose in his style, to
which there was some agreement, including myself.
After a wonderful meal, we paused for photo portraits at the table and the
grand central staircase. Frank Lieber then gave me a tour of the house,
including the ballroom upstairs which had walls beautifully panelled in
knotted pine. Later, Nora began playing a CD of the beautiful 'Cello Concerto
by Moeran, one of a number of British composers she introduced to me at the
Festival.
We then left for the lasl evening and concert of the Festival. By this time I'm
sure all participants would have agreed what a splendid success it all was. Of
course many contributed to this happy result, as the Festival programme
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indicnles, but behind every major enterprise are those few who bear lhe burden of leadership and responsibility, and in this capacity we must give unqualified praise lo Jean I Iarper Vernon, Festival Chairman, and Gary Grant, CoChairman.
And I'm sure my fellow Festival-goers would also agree with what violinist
Tasmin Little said, regarding her recent visit to Florida in the pages of this
Journal: southern hospitality does indeed cxisl! The residents of Danville were
most gracious and kind to us during our visit.

Members of 'The Belmont Gang pose on the main stairway at Belmont.
Furthest away, Don Gillespie. Next row left to right, Doug Tusler, Lionel Carley,
guest Michael Ridderbusch. Front row, Nora Sirbaugh, Frank Lieber, Roger Buckley.
Photo: Donald r.mewie
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Part ll: Festival Report
Thursday, 29 May
At aboul 5 pm I entered Lhe Averelt College Library for the Reception and
Exhibit. Directed to the floor above, I made my way to the room where a few
people were milling aboul. Il was early. Inside I discovered a historical
photograph exhibition of Averett College (the current incarnation of Roanoke
Female College where Delius taught), and the city of Danville. Of greatest
interest lo me were the artifacts on display: Professor Robert Phifcr's
metronome and music stand, almost certainly used by Delius! Apart from their
musical-historic interest, they were well-crafted pieces of wood and me Lal with
much intrinsic beauty.
Gradually more and more people arrived. It was a delighl to meel I lcnry
and Peggy Cornely of Florida, otherwise known in esteem as 'Mr and Mrs
Hospitality' to visitors from England to Florida. Mr Fletcher, a jazz musician
and friend of Marian McPartland (the hosl of Piano Jazz on National Public
Radio) filled me in on how Delius was a major influence on many of the great
American jazz masters of the 1920s. And it was touching to be introduced lo
Virginia Ann Roberts, the granddaughler of Virginia Ann Watkins who was the
favoured female student and friend of Delius during his 1885-86 stay. She now
possesses the beautiful medallion that Delius awarded her grandmother for
best performance in a piano recital.
Toward 6.30 everyone departed for dinner at Averett College. I sat next to
Thomas Gunn, Vice President of the Florida Delius Association, who gave me
the scoop on the BBC documentary project about how Delius's stay in Florida
influenced his life and art, filmed there only a short while ago. He also
informed me about research into Delius's alleged affair with an AfricanAmerican woman when in Florida (which is so enigmatically mentioned in
Percy Crainger's essay 'The Personality of Frederick Delius').
The keynote address by Dr Lionel Carley was conceived as a 'pendant' to
the talk he gave at the 1986 Danville Delius Festival, which at that time focused
on Delius in Danville. This evenings leclure was about Delius immediately
after Danville, and primarily concerned itself with the London concert of May
1899 that Delius mounted with money from a fortuitous inheritance from his
uncle Theodore. I found the range of contemporary critical opinion that Lionel
quoted of much interest, and when he read that 'the ugliness of some of his
music is really masterly' the audience broke into laughter. But it appears on
balance that Delius's music at thal concert elicited an excited and fovorablc
crilical response, which brings me to what I found to be the most intriguing
question regarding the whole episode as raised by Lionel: what would have
happened if Deliu!> had heeded Lhe advice of Alfred Hertz (who organized and
promoted the concert) and established contact with the musically connected,
fresh from the publicity of his London concert? As it turned out, for a number
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of reasons, Delius left immediately for FranCl' ilnd lost his opportunity.
In closing, Lionel advocated the promotion of the works of Delius other
than the quiescent miniatures that arc so often performed and recorded, in
order lo demonstrate his capacity for more passionate expression, and thus
reveal the 'great nature mystic and visionary' he was.
After dinner we attended a showing of the movie 'Discovering Delius' in a
campus auditorium. It presented interviews, rehearsal and concert excerpts,
and imagery from the haunts of Delius's life in a way designed to convey the
essential themes of his oeuvre, as well as to offer tantalizingly beautiful and
well performed excerpts from his most important works. For me, the slring
quartet performance of Late Swallows was a highlight, and the juxtaposition of
Tlie So11g of the I Iigli I !ills and Norwegian mountain scenery evoked a
powerfully uncanny syneslhesia. The audience snickered when Eric Fenby
related that Delius liked hearing Gottcrdii111111cru11g on rainy Sundays.
Friday, 30 May
We all met al the Danville Science Center around 10.30 am to board a bus for
the 'Victorian Town and Country Bus Tour', with Gary Grant, a local writer and
historian, as tour guide. After giving a brief history of Danville, he pointed out
the site of the old train station on Craig Street where Delius first arrived in
September, 1885. We then drove through the tobacco district, crossed the Dan
River to Norlh Danville, and made our way to the historical marker denoting
Delius's residence, pausing at the site of the Richardson house, where he had a
room. The original building was torn down and replaced with a new home in
the 1930's, but the foundation stones are probably original. We then traced the
'commute' that Delius would have taken with Professor Phifer and Frederick
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l loppe, discovering that Roanoke Female College where he taught had also
been torn down (replaced by a 'Biscuitville'). We continued down Patton street
lo lhe Court I louse where the John Rueckert residence would have been
located (and whose daughters were Delius's firsl pupils when he arrived).

Cary Grant describes the local history of Burleigh during the
'Victorian Town and Country Tour'.
Photo: Rogrr /Jucklcy

'House Rock' was next, a wooded hilltop with a beautiful view of the Dan River
and surrounding hills, and excursion site of Delius and friends in those days of
long ago. During the tour Gary announced lhat bottles of red and white wine
with 'Delius in Danville' Festival labels were available for purchase. We
returned to the Science Center.
Some got in their cars to follow the bus lo Burleigh in Semora, North
Carolina, the ancestral home of Robert Phifer's wife, for a picnic luncheon.
(The bus took a wrong turn on the way, and the entourage of cars following
were given tour of a gravel parking lot!) Surely Delius had visited this
charming house and picturesque setting, now on the National Register of
I Jistoric Places. At the luncheon Lionel remarked how it would be of value to
release a CD of excerpts from Delius operas, expressing enthusiasm for A Village
Romeo and f uliet in particular. J also had an opportunity to meet Jeff Driggers
and Bill Early of the Florida Delius Association.
It was .mid-afternoon when Nora Sirbaugh offered me a ride back to
Danville with Douglas Tester. On the way she played Butlerworth's Shropshire
Lad, songs by Vaughan Williams including 'Silent Noon', and a symphony by
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Stanford. It was necessary for her to turn the volume down during climactic
passages in order to sustain conversation (and lest the structural integrity of her
car be threatened). l enjoyed all of it - beautiful stuff.
After a break, there was a reception and lecture al 5.30 pm at Stratford
House (formerly Danville College for Young Ladies, site of the 1897 Delius
Concert, with main building still standing). l sat with the Comclys, who talked
of their recent trip lo England to hear A Mass of Ufe, and Roger Buckley, with
whom I had a friendly debate on whether or not Delius can be classified as a
British composer.
Later, Dr Buckley gave a lecture with slides to a full house in the Evergreen
Room on Delius's 'Red Notebook'. On the notebook's front page, Roger
indicated, is written 'Fritz Delius, March 26, 1886', and below it, in barely
discernible writing, is 'Danville, Ya.' It was of interest lo see a historkal
photograph of Patton Street and to conjecture the exact location of the Rueckert
residence. Piano Literature, apparently of the curriculum, was listed in the
notebook, including the salon piece Cornflower Waltz by Charles Coote which
Roger performed. JTc also played the fragment of a waltz recorded in the
notebook, entitled Waltz White Magnolia(?).
The same notebook accompanied Delius on his Norwegian sojourns, of
which Roger gave us the benefit of his research from exploring the same paths.
Entries from the notebook (the 'travel diaries') describing locations and
landscape were compared to slides taken by Roger of the same places in
contemporary Norway. It was a thrill to see the fjordside cabin once occupied
by Grieg, Sinding, and Delius still standing! One landscape apparently
inspired Delius to compose music into his diary. Performed by Roger, it was

Gregory Fulkerson ('I ialfdan jebe'), Douglas Tester ('Fritz Delius') and
Nora Sirbaugh ('La Princesse de Cystria') acknowledge the applause at the end of
their recital at the Wednesday Club, 30 May l'hoto: Ro,~rr IJ11rklry
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touching in its Grieg-like style of ' elegant simplicity'.
At break we walked to the 'Wednesday Club' for an adaptation of the 1897
concerl presenled by Delius and his travelling companions I Ialfdan Jebe and
the Princess de Cystria. Nora Sirbaugh did a lovely job with the early Delius
songs, navigating herself with artislic aplomb through the varied and
numerous challenges offered by Delius's difficult vocal writing, French and
German styles, genres of art song and ballad, etc. She has a warm, beautiful
voice, and is a great communicator, engaging both in performance and
between works when explaining the music to the audience. Douglas Tester was
a sympathetic and effecHve accompanist, exploiting opportunities for pianistic
colour when appropriate.
For me, the performance of Dance Rhapsody No 2 in the four-hand piano
arrangement by Philip 1leseltinc was a revelation, Lhe piano bringing clarity to
the complex harmonic and linear texture normally obscured by its
orcheslralion, and revealing il lo be a work of great musical and expressive
interest. This effect could not have been achieved without the intclligenl and
masterful interpretation of pianists Michael Adcock and Douglas Tester, primo
and secondo respectively. This arrangement is altogether worthy of recording,
and suggests exploration and perhaps enlargement of the Delius piano
transcription literature where other works may be similarly elucidated.
Gregory Fulkerson's interpretation of Delius's Third Violin Sonata was
compelling and persuasive, demonstrating consummate artistry in his
judicious application of the wide range of timbres he is capable of eliciting from
his instrument, now gossamer, now full-bodied, while maintaining the 'big
line' of his part. Michael Adcock sensitively complemented the violinist's
performance. Tempi were intuitive and natural, demonstrating understanding

Langhorne I louse, Broad Street, Danville, the birthplace in 1879 of Nuncy, Lady Astor.
Plrolo: Nura
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of the Delian idiom. Same kudos for their performance of Iige11de.
The encore was an aria by Handel, in keeping with the repertoire performed
at the 1897 concert. I Iandel's idiomatic vocal writing gave Nora an opportunity
to show off her splendid voice.
Saturday, 31 May
The day began with continental breakfast in the Langhorne House, former
residence of the Langhorne family and now a museum. Two of the Langhorne
daughters became famous: Irene, as the model for the 'Gibson Girl' by artist
Charles Dana Gibson, and her sister Nancy, who became Lady Astor, the first
woman to sit in the British House of Commons. The Langhorne I louse was
Nancy Astor's birthplace.
In a public presentation, Lionel Carley donated seven books - six of them
inscribed either by their authors or by Nancy Astor herself to the Lady Astor
Preservation Trust. They had formerly been the property of Rosina I Iarrison,
Lady Astor's personal maid, and were biographies of Lady Astor and her
family. Lionel had discovered them some years ago in an antiquarian bookshop in Arundel in the south of England, and had bought them with a view to
donating them to Lhe Trust when he was nexl able lo return lo Danville.
Books about Delius and Lhe history of Danville were on display and for sale
at this event also, with their authors present. I saw The Delius Society Journal for
the first time, and purchased the two latest issues.

I

Don Gillespie autographs a copy of his book on Thomas Ward for Jean I Inrper Vernon,
the Festival Organiser, at Langhorne I louse on 31 May
l'holo: l<o,~1·r /311cklry
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A walking tour of Victorian-era homes on what is known as 'Millionaires'
Row' began some time later from the Langhorne I louse with Gary Grant as
tour guide. I'll admit that it was of great interest to me to identify the homes
that Delius would have seen when walking this street. Current home owners
opened their doors to the tour, allowing us an intimate glimpse of Victorian
Danville. A beautifully restored flower garden of 1910 vintage was a highlight.
A brunch with lecture by Don Gillespie wai. held at the Danville Museum of
Fine Arts and History, starting at 11:30. The museum building, incidentally, is
an ante bcllum i.tructurt:, and was the final location of the Confederate
government. Cary Grant pointed oul lo me the furnishings that were likely
present when Jefferson Davis paced these rooms during his government's
twilight hours.
As usual, the hospitality was generous. 1 sat at the table with Professor
Rorrer, an expert on American folk music, and chatted briefly with him about
the lecture he was to deliver on the Festival's final day regarding Appalachia.
During brunch, selections from the piano transcriptions of Margot lu Rouge and
Irmcli11 were performed by Doris Waugh, 'Black Roses' was sung by Jean
Harper Vernon, and two t:arly part songs were performed by 'The Wynnesome
Buskers'.
Dr Gillcspie's lecture was essentially about his book Tiie Search for Thomas F
Ward, Teacher of Frederick Delius (6). In Ward we encounter another of that
colourful group of wanderers that flit in and out of Delius's life, including
Gauguin, Munch, and Halfdan Jcbe. Ward's portrait, as revealed by Don, is
dark. Uncovering the facts of his life proved a difficult feat, even to Don's
diligent efforts, since the trail left by Ward in his wanderings in the southern
United States was often so elusive - it was sometimes a matter of luck that he
prevailed! The detective story narrated by Don was compelling, and became in
some cases as revealing of the topic as the facts of Ward's life itself. Consider
the mixed reception of resistance and encouragement he received when
embarking on his project: this focused attention on current attitudes toward
the significance of Ward's influence on Delius as man, artist, and teacher, and
catalyzed a discussion of that significance to justify his efforts. I Iis personal
anecdotes regarding his youthful discovery of Delius (through Appalacltia when
a student), and his experiences in conducting research for his book, warmed
the discourse. We are all indebted to Don for his fine contribution in
researching and telling the story of Thomas F Ward in such exemplary fashion.
After the lecture I had the opportunity to chat with Don and Gregory
Fulkerson, the violinist who performed Dclius's Third Violin Sonata the
previous evening. Gregory praised his accompanist for maintaining balance
even though the lid of the grand was up. When I asked him about the relative
difficulty of the fiddle writing, he said the part is difficult, but not unusually so
in the context of other composers who have wrillen for the instrument. I Je also
said that he interpreted tht: work from a 'modernist' perspective, and that his
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having learned Alban Berg's Ka1111111•rko11url, for example, provl•d more relevant
to preparing the Sonata for performance than the more 'trnditional' literature
of the 19lh century and earlier. After the conversation I left for dinner at
Belmont.
The evening concert took place at the attractive Main Street United
Methodist Church, built in 1867. ll opened with three works performed by the
Danville Sinfonia, a small community orchestra, under Winston Stephens.
Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance March No 4 began the program in spirited
fashion. Then came Delius's The Walk to the Paradise Garden as arranged by
Beecham for smaller ensembles; at many moments the poetry of the music look
flight. Stephens admitted to the audience that rehearsal of this work was
challenging, in spite of its generally reposeful and elegiac lone. The Variatio11s
011 n Tlzeme by l layd11 by Brahms was energetic and convincing.
Michael Adcock's interpretation of Percy Grainger piano arrangements of
English and Celtic folk music exhibited all the energy that these 'saucy' pieces
demand, with incisive rhythms ;,ind clean articulation of the harmony,
demonstrating Crainger's great resourcefulness and ingenuity in
harmonization. Delicious! Pieces performed were lfa11de/ in the Stra11d, Scotch
Strathspey a11d Reel, Trish TI111e from County Derry, and Shepherd's I ley.
After an intermission, organ arrangements by Fenby and Murray of Delius
works were performed by local organists Diane Collie and Baxter Jennings,
including the Serenade from l lassan, TuJO Aquarelles, and 011 ! Tearing the First
Cuckoo in Spring.
'Cellist Zuill Bailey concluded the concert with performances of the early
Ro111a11ce by Delius, the Debussy Sonata, and Chopin's Po/011aise Brilliante. He is
a professional 'cellist of much acclaim (he assists 'cellist Joel Krosnick of the
Juilliard String Quartet at the Juilliard School), so we were treated to
performances by an accomplished artist obviously dedicated to communicating
in the most direct terms possible. The Delius was unfamiliar to me, and what
a pleasant surprise it was! The tempo, so often the Achilles heel of well
intentioned interpreters of Delius's music, was well judged, and its fluctuation
through rubati seemed natural and idiomatic. The Sonata, a late and somewhat
elliptical work of Debussy, was milked for the coloristic possibilities offered to
the 'cello and piano, and pleased the audience very much. The Chopin was a
big showpiece and brought the house down.
After the concert there was a 'Strawberry Sundae Social' on Main Street just
outside the church, with strolling musicians.
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Sunday, 1 June
The last event was a farewell breakfast and lecture at the Stratford Inn. After
our meal, Professor Kinney Rorrer leclured on 'Popular Musical Motifs of
Delius' Danville Experience', which focused on the African-American music
Delius heard in Danville (and which ultimately influenced his compositional
style). To set Lhe slage, Kinney Lold us Lhal Danville in 1886 had a total
population of about 7,500, approximalely 4,400 of whom were black. The music
that he heard in Danville would have been very similar to what he heard in
Florida, which would have been primarily work songs for passing time,
establishing a work rhylhm, and for enlerlainmcnl. The tradition is apparently
gone now. The tobacco stemmery 'Gravely & Millers No. 9' was on the corner
of Lynn and Loyal streets, just down the hill a few blocks from the Roanoke
Female College where Delius was teaching, and any work music sung there
Delius would almost certainly have heard.
Kinney then played a 1909 Edison cylinder recording on a vintage machine
of the Polk Miller Quartet, contemporaries of Delius, whose members worked
in tobacco factories around Richmond, Virginia. Kinney described the
recording as 'the closest we'll get to what Delius actually heard'. It was a
recording of the song 'Oysters and Wine at 2 am', which elicited mirth from the
audience.
Why did African-American music appeal to Delius? Kinney suggested that
it had lo do with its harmonic ingenuity, the theme of alienation (i.e. 'strangers
in a strange land'), and its closeness to nature. Kinney conjectured that the
mention of 'Nellie Gray' in the final big tune of Delius's Appalachia ('Oh honey
I am going down the river in the morning...') is a reference to the popular antislavery song of 1859 'Nellie Gray', and was perhaps written into the score to
underline the theme of alienation, since the 1859 song was about a slave family
being broken up by sale - the exact scenario at the end of Appalachia. (The
provenance of the song in Appalachia is uncertain.) He then gave us the telling
statistic that anchored the poetic sentiments of these song texts to reality: 32%
of all slave marriages were broken by sales. After his lecture, I felt that a new
way of listening to Appalachia and Delius's music had been revealed to me.
Then there were farewells and leave-takings. In the words of one Ft:stival
participant, "We were a little sad to leave Danville and the many new
friendships we had made
visiting Danville will forever change how I
approach the music of Delius."
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Editor's note:
Hospitality at Belmont, the fine home in which the author describes meeting some of
the Festival participants, was extended to that group through the cheerful generosity of
its owners, Charles Adams II, Robert Barth and Steven Nelson.
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THE MAGIC FOUNTAIN
A LYRIC DRAMA IN

3 ACTS;

LIBRETfO AND MUSIC BY

FRITZ DELIUS

The Magic Fou11tai11 received its firsl slaged production on Sunday 22nd June

1997, more than a century after it was written, at the Opera House in Kiel. Kiel,
the capital of the State of Schleswig-J Iolstein, lies on the Firth of Kiel in the part
of North Germany which is adjacent to Denmark. The premiere (sung in
English, with German surtilles) look place during the annual festival week
(Kieler Woche); subsequently there were seven further performnnccs, on 25
June, 9 October, 17 October, 22 October, 11 November, 2 December, and 7
December.
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The Magic Fountain Debuts in Kiel
The last of Delius's six operas to receive a fully staged production is The Magic
fou11tai11, 'lyric drama in three acts' with text by the composer. The world
prcmicrc occurred on Sunday, 22 June 1997, under the auspices of Biihncn der
Landeshauptstadt Kiel (state capital theatres of Schlcswig-1lolstcin), thanks to
the independent thinking and vision of Chef Dramaturg (Artistic Director)
Andreas KW Meyer, who had previously given us the 1994 production of A
Vil/axe Romeo a11d Jr,fiet heard on the CPO label. My arrival on the preceding
Thursday enabled me to attend the last working rehearsal. For the dress
rehearsal the following evening T was join<.>d by Felix Aprahamian and Lionel
Carley, just arrived by air from London. By the time of the first public
performance a small but impressive band of Delians had assembled, including
two Delius Trust representatives, Meredith Davies and Martin Williams; and in
addition, Evelin Gcrhardi, Malcolm Smith, Richard Fisher, Dr Roger Buckley,
Dr John Bergsagel, and several leading members of the Delius Society in
England. Remaining for one further performance on 25 June, I was thus able
to hear the opera four times through. On this basis I am glad to be able to
report that lhe work makes a strong aural and visual impact, substantially more
than past hearings of the BBC Atrium or Arabesque recording had led me to
suspect. (Felix and others will second me on this.)
IL is extremely fortunate that production of The Maxie Fountain was in the
hands of individuals capable of doing the work full justice. The
instrumentalists responded lo conductor Walter E Gugerbauer with
impassioned, idiomatic playing (except for a few occasional individual
misunderstandings of Delius's coloralion murmurings, which seems
unimportant however in light of the whole) flavour and mood beautifully
inlacl. (They don't play Delius with the regularity that Munich and Vienna can
play Richard Strauss every week, after all.) The ability of Delius to sustain
dialogue and movement interestingly and never dully was continuously
evident tone painting on an exalted level. Ethereal offstage choral episodes
were directed by chorus master Frank Meiswinkel.
The factor that can make a crucial difference to the success of any
production is the visual impression, and the work of stage director Kirsten
I Iarms was sheer magic/genius, most notably her handling of the Indian
maiden Watawa (Monika Teepe), whose dignity of bearing and seemingly
trance-like slate set the tone. Every move of this handsome singing actress bore
the stamp of inevitability as she interacted with the shipwrecked Solano (Light
tenor Karsten RuB}, seeker of the waters of the Fountain of Youth. (Tle had
been Sali in the Company's Villa:.:e Romeo.) Equally impressive in their
individual ways were her father Wapanacki (Sarni Luttinen) and the ancient
sage Talum l ladjo (I !ans Gcorg Ahrens). The opera was performed without
pause as a means of sustaining its delicate mood
some 105 minutes or
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thereabouts. Important elements further included Bernd Damovsky's
costumes of exotic design, and not least his simple but supremely evocative
setting consisting mainly of a curved scrim permitting lighting variations and
silhouette effects. H this Magic fou11tai11 could be recorded on laser disc, these
colorations and all the rest would be preserved for many more interested
viewers world-wide. Yes, it is all really that excellent.
The opera was given as written, in English, with German (if sometimes
rather scant) surtitles. The occasionally foreign-sounding pronunciation of the
text seemed appropriate inasmuch as the native North Americans were, to be
sure, unaccustomed to European languages. Among the items in a program
booklet chock-full of interest was an article by Herr Meyer: 'Beginning of a
Renaissance? - Frederick Delius's Operas in Germany at the End of the
Twentieth Century', excerpted from an essay for Lionel Carley's next book,
Frederick Delius - Music, Art, and Literature. Also included were translations of
material already familiar to some of us by Carley, Redwood et al.
The history of getting Tire Magic fou11tai11 on to the stage at last is quite a saga
in itself. While I can't speak for the activities of the Delius Trust, participants in
the networking involved, in the 'planting' of copies of the recording in various
hands for instance, have included Felix, Lionel, Rolf Stang, myself, and
undoubtedly others who can contact our Editor if they have stories to tell.
Thinking that Jacksonville would be the ideal place for a premiere because of
the opera's Florida milieu, I tried at one point to bring about a collaboration

between the Delius Association of Florida and the forces of the brilliant
Cincinnati College/Conservatory opera department - always still possible, of
course, especially if they could rent the Kiel production. Andreas Meyer, who
had understood that the first staged production had been with Del Mar's BBC
Concert Orchestra, later thanked Lionel Carley for informing him that The
Magic Fou11tai11 was still awaiting its first staging.
Stewart Manville
(Reprinted, with permission, from Tlic Dc/in11, the Ncwslclter of the Delius Society,
Philadelphia Branch, October 1997.)
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Kieler Nnchrichlen, 24 June 1997
FROZEN IMAGES
The only comprehensible reality one is allowed on the stage of the Kiel Opera
House is the fountain itself - 'the Magic Fountain' or ' the enchanted spring' as
the old-German translation covering the original 16th-century-based drama
was worded. ls it a sparkling depiction of turbulent life, of love, of growth and
decay? Is it a religious symbol of eternal life in the world beyond? An answer
to lhese questions was given neither by the composer nor by Kiel Opera
director Kirsten llarms, who stages the firsl scenic realisation of Frederick
Delius's hundred-year-old drama The Magic Fou11tai11.
Kirnten I Iarms has transported the Spanish merchant Solano into the period
o{ the opera's creation, drawing him as an intellectual dreamer who bears a
striking resemblance to the composer of the opera. I le crouches, brooding over
a book. Its promise of a fountain of eternal life becomes the driving force of his
fantasy. The tenor Karsten RulS sings him with a burning vocal passion that is
typical of him. That he excels in the highest of the wildly flashing outbursts is
scarcely fas] surprising as that the baritone tessitura at the farther extreme of the
role gives him no trouble [either].

Solano (Karsten Ru~)
l'lintngrap/1

m11 r11·~y

of /tlllchim Tltorlr (Mll11krl11•r>1/ll. K1•il)
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Removed from him, as if behind a veil, sway his pale [and] doomed
companions in the storm, who are to make possible the imaginary, (or real?),
passage to his life's goal. Even if here, resulting from its distant positioning
against remarkably real sails, a little rhythmic fluctuation does creep in,
nevertheless the choir is convincing under the direction of Frank Meiswinkcl
from off-stage. Professional sailor Bernd Gebhardt adapts expertly.
Stranded in the effectively choreographed thunderstorm, Solano falls into
the hands of a tribe who were horribly decimated by their Spanish conquerors.
But the chief, Wapanacki, whom Sarni Luttinen bathes in a flood of velvety
legato, is a prince of peace. This awakens memories of the first, scarcely less
revelatory premiere of the theatrically-worked 'water' season, Alberto
Franchetti's Cristofaro Colo111bo. But Katja Czcllnik's images outperform the
present Harms production for scenic clarity and precision of statement.
Watawa, the avenging goddess with the deadly stilletto, changes before our
eyes into a loving woman without it being clear on stage why. The beautiful
rain of petals gives no further help with this. ll is a symptom, not the cause, of
Watawa's inner transformation. And the Earth-spirit, (in dignified, but for the
singer uncomfortable sitting position: I Ians Georg Ahrens), in Harins's view
the preincarnation of the water-spirit Unktahe - can that awful Beast from the
swamp really be the one who bewitches the Beauty? For that, Monika Teepe
would [seem tol have all the theatrical qualities frequiredl to embody the
change. The Kiel debutante is convincing not only in her stage presence but
also as a singer. Constantly she leads the listener on: wait for it, there is more
still. The high fortissimi are striking, her English is clear, and her tone
astonishingly tender and fine in yielding up her last words before death on
stage. The young singer takes on the challenge of the low passages of the part
quite comfortably, though a little huskiness shows up from the grating strain.
In spite of everything, Kirsten Harms again demonstrates a feel for finely
evocative musical links. But overall she stresses a too monotonous stasis, which
lingers all too long in the actionless piece. Uncontestingly she gives up the
scene-setting to the stage producer Bernd Damovsky. As director of this highflying theatrical premiere, she is just a little on the back foot. The frames freeze,
the characters grow stiff, the voices are detached from the very attractive
artistic whole - and in a strange way arc again in 'concert' presentation.
Damovsky encompasses the characters in a big semicircle of drapes lo the
full height of the stage. On to this, and on the actors, fall those multifarious
broken reflections of colour and light, by a system of mirrors (not projected, as
I at first incorrectly assumed), which provide the highly charged atmosphere of
enchantment, the marvellous scope of the staging, and the seamless passage of
the three acts without interval.
The opera, or really the 'lyric drama' within it, except for a few moments
scorns external effects, set pieces, or any coup de theatre. As so often in the
context of the French opera-model around the turn of the century, somewhat
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in the spiril of Debussy's Pc/leas el Melisa11de (but without its VlSlonary
modernity), only the inner play counts. Room enough, [then] that must be
filled with music. The Kiel Philharmonic under the discriminating direction of
Walter E Gugcrbauer engages competently with Delius's always delicate
scoring, surpassing by far the only recording example. Floating without
substance, (and thereby indeed also rhythmically labile), the first pianissimo
chords of the introduction lead off. Only in the first scene of the second act
does Gugerbauer overplay the calm. Then the musical source silts up, until war
cries ('as wild as possible') arouse both participants and the audience. [It is]
music which calls up many associations: in one case it is Grieg the master one
hears; in another one thinks Wagner's Tristan not far away in lthe] ringing horn
solos or in harmonic shifts. One hears the meaning in the woodwind and
horns, and how the orchestra brings in the third act with vigour; the Duct
intensifies and releases the phenomenon of the fountain into the colourful
stage centre with the 'extreme delicacy' charged by the composer. Much praise
for the whole ensemble, near-unanimous approval for the scene-setting.
Altogether a discussion-provoking Kiel-week event.
Christian STranslalion by E E Rowe and Susanne Cole

Wapanacki (Sarni Luttinen) and Solano (Karsten Rul3)
P/10/oR'f'ap/1 courtesy of ]t~1chi111 Tlwdc (M611kebcrx/B. Kid)
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Schlcswig-Holstcinischc Landcszcitung, 26 June 1997
DISPARATE IMAGES AND INEFFECTUAL SCENES
Theatrical premicre of the opera 'The Magic Fountain' in Kiel

At the launch of Kiel Week 011 Su11day, Frederick De/ius's opera 'The Magic Fou11tai11'
had its premiere in the region's capital. Kirsten Harms managed with 11eitlier much
actio11 11or a11 elaborate set i11 her purist stagi11g of the 111ore-tha11-a-hu11dred-year-old
opera.
For the first time for over ten years, Kiel Week's opening opera wils not sold
out. Frederick Delius's more than a century old opera The Magic Fow1/ai11
staged by Kirsten I Tarms, was performed at the Kiel Opera I louse last Sunday.
It tells of an Englishman who is seeking in Florida the fountain of eternal
youth and wisdom but finds there only the love of an Indian girl (hail,
Pocahontas!) and death.
One has seldom before seen so little action on stage. In their preferred pose
the two figures sit too long on the boards of an empty stage - really not much
more than a concert tableau.
[If] the composer was answerable for the dearth of plot and shortage of
characters it was the director lwho allowed] the vacuum on stage. She
dispensed with props for the most part [and] completely with side sets. A
shifting blue-, red- or violet-illuminated batik-style fabric appears to symbolise
the conceptual centre of a brain.
For example, the shipwrecked protagonist is washed up on a Florida beach
but remains dry, and one sees, it seems, on stage the interior of an iceberg- one
of the many irrelevant pictures. Yet again, scenes which miss their message:
such as the several minutes long rain of petals from which one may expect that
the Indian's feelings of rage against all whites may be turned to the love of the
one man at least. What in the end makes the Englishman worthy of the Indian
girl's love remains unclear.
Musically, the long orchestral passages arc distantly reminiscent of Edvard
Grieg's Peer Gy11t, without reaching those standards. The arias and duets on the
other hand seem entirely random in their melody production. The anyhow
underemployed chorus was more to be heard than seen. The soloists worked
themselves up into vocal heroics, but were not theatrically lesled,
unfortunately. The orchestra gave an excellent performance.
In spite of the fortunately short span of under two hours, the opera bores its
audience considerably and offers scarcely as much musical as visual variety.
One could easily have waited another hundred years for the premiere.
1

Thomas Schroder
Translation by E E Rowe and Susanne Cole
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After the performance:
Felix Aprahami,m chats
with EVl'lin \.('rh,udi and
Rich<Jrd Kitching
l'/rolo, llri1111 Rtulforrl

Time to relax: Anncgrct Dictcrling, Lionel Ca rley, AndreaR M1.:ycr Artistic
Director and I !ans Peter Dicterling in conversation
Plwto: Bria11 Rndford

A merry lunch party in Kil•!: (L-R) Malcolm Smith, Lionel Carley, Felix Apr.ih.imain,
Elizabeth Buckley, Brian Radford, Jerry Rowe, Richard Kitching and Stewart Manville
Photo: Roser Burklt'Y
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Frankfurter Rimdschau, 24 June 1997
WATER OF LIFE, WATER OF DEATH
First stage performance after 100 years of Delius's Opera Tlie Magic Fou11tai11
When about fifteen years ago Zemlinsky's Traumgorge was premiered in
Nuremberg, the musical world was surprised by its first encounter with a work
already more than 60 years old. Now even stranger is the case of Zauberquelle
by Frederick Delius, an opera written in around 1895 and so far ignored by
everyone. A concert performance took place in London in 1977 and this
production is also available as an LP [CD]. However, Opera Kiel has now been
able to announce a genuine 'scenic premiere'.
By contrast to Zcmlinsky who was ostracised (as a Jew) and afterwards (as
a 'Non-Modernist') neglected for decades, Delius during his lifetime was a
famous composer, highly regarded for example by the conducting deity Sir
Thomas Beecham, but also by German colleagues like Strauss, Humperdinck
[and] Schillings. The most significant premicres for Delius's operas incidentally
took place in Germany: Koanga in 1904 in Elberfeld, Romeo und Julia auf dem
Dorfe (after Gottfried Keller) in 1907 in Berlin, Fe1111imore u11d Gerda (after J P
Jacobsen) in 1919 in Frankfurt am Main. The two last named pieces were
recently staged in this country again: the Keller opera in four productions, the
Jacobsen adaptation under the spectacular direction of John Dews in Bielefeld.
The Magic Fou11tai11 was on the brink of being performed likewise in Central
Europe (Weimar, Prague), and it is hardly by chance: Delius, born in 1862 in
Bradford, Yorkshire, came of a German immigrant family (the poet F C Delius
is a distant relative) and was in fact baptised Fritz. His intimate feelings
towards German culture were manifested not least in the profound oratorical
setting to music of Nietzsche's Zarathustra (A Mass of Life).
Not only is his cosmopolitan character, formed by Europe (later he also lived
in Norway and France), fascinating, but also his early sensitivity for nonEuropean cultures. In his younger years Delius stayed in Florida as an orange
planter and music teacher in Virginia (even before his serious composition
studies in Leipzig). Long before jazz was 'discovered' by European composers,
Delius set up a monument for 'black' music with his opera Koanga which is
imbued with the idiom of the spiritual. And the slightly older Magic Fountai11 is
nothing less than the tragic evocation of an 'esoteric' journey to the sources of
[American] Indian wisdom. From here one could forge links with Wolfgang
Rihms's (with its Artaud connection) Erobenmg vo11 Mexico (Tire Co11quest of
Mexico). Certainly there is hardly a link in tonal language between Delius's
mellow nostalgia-permeated post-romantic sound and that of Rihms's violent
avant-gardism. Both works are representative, however, each from a different
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pole, of the 'poetic' unti-civilis<ltion theme us expressed in the famous work
Tropiques Tristes by the anthropologist and structuralist Claude Levi-Strauss.
The Magic Fou11tai11 recounts a simple symbolic tale in three acts. Solano, a
young European, leaves for Florida by sea to find the 'Magic Fountain' of
eternal youth. The young Red Indian, Watawa, is to lead him to this wondrous
fountain. But she plots revenge on the white race <ind to kill Solano. The
Indian Priest predicts death for the unprepared from drinking the spring water.
Watawa's feelings for Solano at the fountain turn to love. She takes the first
drink, thus sacrificing herself lo make her beloved aware of the danger. Solano
follows her into death.
Delius wrote the script himself, inspired by American Indian traditions. The
lille 'lyric drama' points rather more to an oratorical structure than a theatrical
one. And the other Delius operas are built on similar principles. The plot is
surrounded by a discreet musical flow which, moreover, is carried more by
symphonic elements than by individual arias and role-play. One could also
describe this way of proceeding as 'music-drama impressionism'. Deli.us would
rthen] in this sense be much more 'impressionist' than the Debussy of Pelleas in
some of the highly dramatic passages.
No doubt this special kind of musical theatre will present difficulties with
the conventional perception of opera. The singularity of Delius's art is
admittedly his own particular mark of originality and anyone getting involved
will surely be captivated. Delius in his Magic Fou11tai11 stamps his 'impressionism' perhaps even more strongly on this work than on his other operas. Ilere,
too, he becomes most convincingly the inner motor of a subject, completely
abandoning outward conflict and tracing something Li.kc an imaginary journey
into the Self. The opera portrays a rite of self-destruction and inter-cultural
Liebestod. The point of Wagner's Tristan is communicated in the sadness of the
irreconcilability of antagonistic life styles. The dying together of the while man
and the Indian woman signals the reciprocal destruction of the one in the other
(and thereby lays bare the story's censure on civilisation). The fountain is symbol for life and death and Solano's intoxication with life is also a death wish.
The music follows a continuing line of sweet sadness, mild rapture and
sober rationality, resignation clouded-over. Neither do the seemingly
rebellious sailor choruses of the crossing set any stark accents - rather they are
lyrical expressions of despair by prisoners of an inescapable fate. The chorus
parts in the later acts arc 'nature voices' from off-stage, a chorus mysticus of the
immeasurable unknown. Structurally, Delius often works with extensive
formations made up of simple canonic elements combined. This rpattern] is
interwoven with an elaborate, restlessly ranging yet uncontentious harmony,
finely structured by a meticulously finished orchestral language rich in pedal
tones and mixtures, never stolid but always fluent. Max von Schillings
complained about Delius's 'paintbox where [the] colours intermingle'
a
wicked misrepresentation of a more sensitive musicality devoid of all
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robustness and never betraying the secret of its profound melancholy for cheap
effect.
Neither are the performers therefore actors in the strict sense, but, being
driven to their inevitable destiny, as it were points of colour in a tragic design.
The artistic form was moulded with great sensitivity in the Kiel production by
Kirsten Harms. The singers often remained statue-like or were moved in
impressive calm. The tenor Karst1::n Ru!S as Solano: no imperial Victorian
conqueror but a sensitive, vulnerable traveller into the unknown. Monika
Teepe as Watawa: alien, but not bizarrely 'exotic', a woman with strong feelings
and emphatic gestures of sorrow. As forbiddingly powerful Indian portrayals:
Sarni Luttinen's chic£ Wapanacki and Hans Georg Ahrens' priest Tai um IIadjo.
Bernd Damovski created an open stage filled almost solely with light, a
place for a dreamlike and ritual journey into infinity. Splendid, that the magic
spring was in the end bubbling with real water from the stage floor. This then
was the elemental truth on which the longing for love and death broke. The
conductor, Walter G Guggenbauer also had an assured feel for the score
([which was] very sparsely interspersed with Indian intonations) and for its
gentle eloquence. The English-speaking performance with German sur-titles
demonstrated lhe high ambitions of lhis theatre, which remains by no means
unaffected by the current crises.

r!ans-Klaus Jungheinrich

Kiel Opera I louse
P/1010: Rogrr 811cklry
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CONCERT R E V I E W S - - - - - - - - - Translation by E E Rowe and Susanne Cole

Memorial Recital for ERIC FENBY (1922· 1997)
Wigmore Hall, London, Tuesday 16September1997
Progmmmt::
Delius: 'Cello Sonata
Julian Lloyd Webber ('cello) and John Lenehan (piano)
Delius: Violin Sonata No 3
Tasmin Little (violin) and Piers Lane (piano)
Fcnby: Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis
The Elysian Singers of London
Piano: Roger Buckley
Conductor: Matthew Greenall
INTERVAL
Fenby: For Music on the Eve of Palm Sunday
The Elysian Singers of London
Conductor: Matthew Gret:nall
Delius: Violin Sonata No 2 (arr. for viola by Lional Tertis)
Philip Dukes (viola) and Sophia Rahman (piano)
Delius: 'Late Swallows' from the String Quartet
Tasmin LilUe and Helen Hathorn (violins)
Philip Dukes (viola) and Julian Lloyd Webber ('cello)
A chamber and choral concert was staged on Tuesday 16 September at the
Wigmore Hall in memory of our former President, Eric Fenby. Il was a fitting
and moving tribute to one whose deep commitment to Delius and his music
has t:nriched the world with, amongst other blessings, a legacy of compositions
produced through the unique personal and musical collaboration during the
six years in Grez. I write 'amongst other blessings' for, as well as the music,
bequeathed to us by their joint efforts, there is an important collection of
Fenby's recorded performances of Delius's music thus composed and a body of
writing, at the heart of which is his book Delius ns 1 K11cw Ili111, a timelessly
beautiful and touching testament of the period they spent together until
Delius's death.
Our pleasurable memories of the concert were enhanced by a brief and
lucid encomium to Fenby by the Society's President, Felix Aprahamian, and a
reception during the interval.
It was in the familiar and warm acoustics of lhe Wigmore I Jail that lhe 'Cello
Sonata (1916) was given its first performance by Beatrice Harrison in 1918,
though the work was also strongly linked to Delius's friend the Russian 'cellist,
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Alexandre Barjansky, who also championed it. Julian Lloyd Webber (whose
'cello, we arc told, was once Barjansky's) and John Lenehan gave a fine
performance of this magical work, the lyrical ebb and flow of which provided
an excellent vehicle for lhe 'cellist lo display the deeply vibrant tones of this
lovely instrument. Whilst Lloyd Webber's profound emotional bond lo lhe
work was obvious, perhaps a greater unity with the pianist's subtle
contributions might have been attained had he positioned himself at a slight
angle in the bow of the piano or elsewhere to afford some eye contact. As it
was, this excellent pianist at times gave the impression of having difficulty in
providing the partnership that such a work, with its seemingly endless melodic
lines, demands.
Again it was in the Wigmore Hall that the 1930 world premiere of Delius's
third Violin Sonata, played by May I Iarrison and Arnold Bax, look place, and
Felix Aprahamian was able to talk of this very event in his admirable prefatory
speech, for he had attended it. Tasmin Little played the Sonata with a
passionate and robust tone perfectly suited to the soaring lyricism of the work.
The pianist's contribution lo U1is sonata, however, is no mere accompaniment,
and we were lucky indeed that such an exceptionally gifted pianist as Piers
Lane partnered Tasmin in this performance.
The two choral works by Eric Fenby, Mag11ificat a11d Nu11c Dimiltis and For
Music on the Eve of Palm Sunday - rare treats indeed - were given affecting,
fluent and technically competent performances by the splendid Elysian Singers
of London under their able conductor, Matthew Greenall. It was choral
writing, one felt, in the tradition of Stanford maybe, with more than a shade of
Parry, but music of no less conviction and skill for all that. One would guess
too that music of such religious fervour, composed as it was during Fenby's
residence at Grez., had to be worked on in secret because of the battles with the
disputatious and atheistic Delius.
Another rarity was the arrangement, made by Lionel Tertis for the viola, of
the second Violin Sonata, and this evening's performers gave a deeply
expressive performance of this sublimely lovely work. Philip Dukes played
with faultless intonation and rapt intensity, which is only appropriate for this
most searchingly felt of musical utterances, with its surging melodic passages.
The evening ended with Philip Dukes, Tasrnin Little and Julian Lloyd
Webber being joined by the violinist, Helen Balhorn, in a performance of the
heartbreakingly beautiful Late Swallows movement from the String Quartet.
The movement is markt:d 'Slow and wistfully' and is said to have been inspired
by nostalgia for the swallows darting among the eaves at Grez. The group
acquitted themselves in this sad music with a nobility that almost made the
applause accorded it seem out of place.
Whenever I hear Delius's music, I think of Benno Moiseiwitsch - a great
champion of the Piano Concerto and a wireless interview I once heard, in
which he said that he felt like shouting from roof-tops that everyone must
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listen to it. This concert, however, was less an event for loud and public
declamation than for offering some calm moments of contemplation of a man
who, by his valiant work, made it possible for us to enjoy these intensely
intimate works and so much more.
In the audience that evening there must have been many who, like myself,
felt they owed this gentle and kindly man an unrepayablc debt of personal
gratitude for which this concert was partly a means of expression. It fulfilled
another function for those of us who feel keenly the loss of a friend who gave
his time, wise counsel and invaluable memories so generously, thereby making
an indelible impression on those fortunate enough to have met and known
him. Perhaps because of Eric Fenby's abiding modesty it was easy to forget,
when in his company and being charmed by his quiet and winning Northern
manner, that one was in touch with musical history itself.
Our thanks go to Lyndon Jenkins and colleagues for having organised such
a memorable musical event.
John Bird

His Master's Voice
('Classical Concerts' report, reproduced in part)

Daily Telegraph, Saturday 21 September 1997
It is rare for a memorial concert of a creative musician to concentrate on U1e
work of another composer. But the relationship between Frederick Delius and
Eric Fenby was rare in itself, that of artist and his devoted amanuensis. Fenby,
who died earlier this year, brought Delius's last works to fruition in the late
Twenties and early Thirties.
The composer, blind, paralysed and ensconced in his rural French retreat,
would sing out his melodies and counterpoint and Fenby, then in his twenties,
would try to notate them and turn them into finished pieces.
As a tribute to the man who did so much to promote his master's voice right
into his own early nineties, the Delius Society mounted a concert at the
Wigmore Hall devoted to Delius's chamber music played by some of his most
ardent advocates among the younger generation, together with two short
choral works by Fenby himself, a Mag11ificnt/Nu11c TJimittis and Music on the Eve
of Palm Stt11day, strongly sung by the Elysian Singers of London conducted by
Matthew Greenall.
The only work of Delius's in the programme which had a direct connection
with Fenby was the Third Violin Sonata, premiered in the same hall in 1930 by
May Harrison and Arnold Bax. As played by Tasmin Litlle and Piers Lane, it
emerged as freshly conceived as if it were new, Little's pure tone allying with a
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moving lyricism and passion in the sonata's surging phrases.
Julian Lloyd Webber and John Lenehan played the Cello Sonata with the
same devotion and ardour they had given to the work during the Cily of
London Festival in July, lheir phrasing wonderfully controlled and shaped.
Philip Dukes and Sophia Rahman tackled Lionel Tertis's authorised
arrangement for viola of lhe Second Violin Sonala with relish and the three
string players were joined by violinist Helen llalhorn for a searingly moving
performance of one of Delius's most poignantly beautiful works, the Late
Swallows movement from his String Quartet.
Matthew Rye
(Reprinted by kind permission of the author ;:m d the Daily Telegraph)

Delius Memorial Concert
Wigmore Hall, London
Indcpe11de11t, Friday 19 September 1997
Many composers have their quiet helpers, doing anything from filling in tax
returns to sharpening pencils. For most British music lovers, however, the role
of amanuensis surely conjures up just one image: that of Eric Fenby, who died
earlier this year.
Image is the right word, for the abiding view - of the ailing Frederick Delius
impatiently dictating his pent-up music to this young assistant - was a product
of the famous Ken Russell film about the composer. As recalled in Fcnby's
words in the programme of Tuesday's Wigmore Hall memorial concert, that
was also how he remembered Delius when listening to one of those late pieces,
so painfully written by dictation. Music's power as a shorthand for memory is
undervalued, but surely not by Delius fans. l lis music, after all, unlocks the
sort of nostalgic memories we never thought we had.
That seemed clear from the 'Cello Sonata of 1916 that began the musical part
of the evening, after a moving tribute to Fenby's work from The Delius
Society's current president, Felix Aprahamian. Its sonorous phrases reached
up from the depths of the instrument's lowest string as if made for the velvet
legato of Julian Lloyd Webber. In fact, they were written for the Russian 'cellist
Alexandre Barjansly, but Lloyd Webber was playing Barjansky's 'cello, which
was nearly the same thing. A heart-stopping moment that verged on the edge
of sound formed the core of the slow movemenl. From lhis, the rest of the
music advanced and receded.
As in the Second Violin Sonata of 1923, played in Tertis' s viola version by
Philip Dukes with pianist Sophia Rahman, there was musical eloquence of a different order from the picturesque note found in the great programmatic pieces.
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For those who love Delius of the 'abstract' music best, this was, indeed, an
ideal concert; and with Tasmin Little and Piers Lane also playing the Third
Violin Sonata, there was no escaping the sense of a corpus of chamber music
equal at least to Elgar's, yet still neglected.
The Third Sonata of 1930 was Fenby's transcription; its limpid rhythms and
touches of pure Delius in the scherzo's me110 mosso were an apt memento to the
amanuensis. I Iis r61e as a vessel for such inspiration implied a mentality the
opposite of his atheistic master's. You could tell as much from two Fcnby
originals wilh holy words and themes. A set of evening canticles, though
written in 1932, bore no trace of pagan Dclian harmonics.
In For Music 011 tlie Eve of Palm Su11day from the same year, also superbly
revived by The Elysian Singers of London, conductor Matthew Grecnall, a
mood of sadness was nol just part of the text in question.
It was a touching piece, and one that made you wonder about the price of
devotion to genius.
Nicholas Williams
(Reprinted by kind permission of the l11dcpc11dc11t)

Delius: Concerto for Violin, Violoncello and Orchestra
Tasmin Little Concert Series, St John's, Smith Square, London,
11November1997
'Delius and His Con temporaries'
Orchestra and Choir of St John's, Smith Square, conducted by John Lubbock,
with Tasmin Little (violin), Raphael Wallfisch ('cello) and
Anne O'Byrne (soprano)
(Sponsored by Elsevier Science and with assistance from the Delius Trust)
This, the third and last of this autumn's Tasmin Little Concert Series at St
John's, Smith Square, attracted a capacity audience. At the outset, only a couple
of dozen string players occupied the podium, bul they provided an auspicious
opening with a fine performance of Elgar's Tntroductio11 n11d Allegro; the volume
and richness of the sound, as developed in the splendid acoustic of St John's,
was very pleasing. A somewhat episodic l11troductio11 was followed by an
exhilarating Allegro, in an interpretation marred only by a slightly overindulgent /1111ga pausa before the final recapitulation of the 'Welsh' theme. The
co11ccrta11le passages were played with fervour.
Tasmin Little and Raphncl Wallfisch then performed the Delius Concerto for
Violi11, 'Cello and Orchestra. Taking the microphone beforehand, Tasmin
reminded us that lhe work had been inspired by the Brahms Double Concerto,
and was written for May and Beatrice I Iarrison. We then heard a very fine
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performance, and the famous acoustic proved ideal. When the same soloists
played this piece at the Proms in 1995 it sounded, frankly, a little lost in the
overwhelmingly cavernous Albert I Jail. One critic took advantage of this
unflattering ambience to describe the work as 'mildewed'. There was, of
course, not a trace of corruption about the performance then, or on this
occasion at St John's, the lines of Dclius's score emerging fresh and wholesome
each lime; but it was much easier to appreciate this al the more suitable venue.
If anything, the performance of these two soloists has improved, as docs great
wine, with time. The amazing unanimity Lhat they now enjoy showed most
clearly in the slow 'movement', during which one fell truly privileged to be
witness to music-making of such intensity. They allowl•d the music to hang in
the air, so that it could, as it were, be regarded from several directions. At such
moments it was impossible to imagine that anyone, even the dedicalees, had
ever played the work better. That slow 'movement' in particular, along with the
revelatory final section of the last 'movement', will resound long in the
memories of the receptive among the audience.
After the interval Tasmin returned to play Vaughan Williams's ever popular
Tlie tark Ascending. She had the happy idea of reading beforehand an excerpt
from the poem by George Meredith, which inspired the work. Perfect
intonation, and an alternation of rapt concentration and ecstasy, resulted in a
lovely performance.
Then came a rarity: Saint-Saens's I,a Nuit, a setting for soprano soloist,
women's chorus and orchestra of a somewhat flowery poem by Georges
Audrigier. I Jere we have not a lark ascending, but a nightingale swooning.
Flute and soloist together sing: JI.It! jet 'ecoute ame griser, /lOrte des amours cheries!
To11 chant est doux co111111e u11 b(lisert'• The chorus comments soulfully: 'C'est u11
mystere que la Nuit'. Ah, well.
Tasrnin bounced back in a stunning flame-red gypsy dress lo round off the
evening with Ravcl's outrageous Tziga11e1 which she was playing for the first
time in the version for violin with orchestra. Ravel knew very well how to test
out his soloist with every technical demand, but Tasmin rose to each challenge.
Not profound music, perhaps, but a greatly enjoyable musical coup de theatre.
This brought the concert, and the series, lo a rousing conclusion. All credit
to John Lubbock and the justly renowned Orchestra of St John's, Smith Square.
A final thought: do we, in the Delius Society, fully appreciate that in such artists
as Tasmin Lillie and Raphael Wallfisch we have Delius interpreters possibly as
great as any, ever? We should - and, doing so, reckon ourselves fortunate
indeed lo be able to hear their live performances.
Roger Buckley
• 'Ah! I am intoxicated by your song, poet of dearest loves! Your song is sweet <is <i kiss!'
'What a mystery Night is.'
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RECORD R E V I E W S - - - - - - - - - - - Delius: A Mass of Life (sung in German); Requiem
Rebecca Evans, soprano (Requiem); Joan Rodgers, soprano; Jean Rigby, mezzosoprano; Nigel Robson, tenor; Peter Coleman-Wright, baritone; Waynflete
Singers, Bournemouth Symphony Chorus and OrchC'stra; Richard Hickox, conductor. Chandos CHAN 9515 (2).
Timings: A Mass of Ufe: 98'27"; Requiem: 30'52"
What joy finally lo have such a fine recording of Delius's greal masterwork, A
Mass of Ufe, so long after the last regularly available recordings appeared.
Richard Hickox's handling of the necessary forces is superb, and his reading of
this monumental score is assured. The combined choral forces of the Waynfletc
Singers and Bournemouth Symphony Chorus are beautifully blended and well
balanced. Their precision and accuracy of detail arc testament both to Hickox's
conducting skills and to careful preparation by their individual conductors,
David I Jill and Neville Creed respectively.
I have seldom heard such fine orchestral playing; the horns and the woodwinds are quite outstanding. In this recording, the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra is world-class. Occasionally one could wish for a recording balance
which allowed lhe orchestral colours lo shine through a little more, yet given
the massive nature of this work, and the splendour of the enterprise, one
should not quibble over details.
In the opening chorus, I lickox immediately establishes a sense of energy and
exaltation. Delius's writing
for lhe sopranos is punishing, his high tessitura relentlessly demanding. The high
Cs get a bit thin, but they
remain true in colour, never
shrill, and the chorus's
ability to mruntain the sense
of excitement is tremendous.
Baritone Peter ColcmanWright is Wagnerian in
approach and timbre. In the
second movement his low
notes are sometimes a little
pressed, but his lop voice is
always assured and ringing.
Once again, Delius creates a
demanding tessitura, and
Coleman-Wright embraces
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it securely. I lickox and the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra establish a
marvellous mood.
The third movement reflects that interesting duality of Delius's vocal
writing. With orchestra and voices, both choral and solo, he captures the
essence of his text, reflecting the meaning in a combination of timbres and
harmonic colours that one can scarcely imagine being bellered. Yel the
individual lines of Lhe soloists are challenging both musically and vocally.
Tenor Nigel Robson, soprano Joan Rodgers and mezzo-soprano Jean Rigby
handle their parts elegantly, spiralling into the dance with the chorus, whose
singing here can only be described as superb. Under 1Hckox's baton, this dance
is full of freshness and innocence, unshadowed by the approach of
'Mittcrnacht'.
Coleman-Wright displays a fine gift for the dramatic in the fourth
movement, 'Wehe mirl' Ilis singing here and in the following movt:ment is
very fine, although one periodically senses a pinching-off of his tone. This
seems lo be mosl prevalenl in the long 'e' and 'a' vowels. He achieves a
gorgeous round quality in the more open 'ah' vowels. The expression and
beauty of tone he brings to the line 1\ch! Dass ich Licht sein muss!' is superb.
The choral basses sing exceptionally well in Lhis movement Loo, blending and
shaping their part expressively, and rising to the challenge of the part writing.
One can hear U1e subtle play of the 'leaping fountain' in the chorus. Hickox
and his forces round out this last movement of the first part elegantly. One

could not ask for a better performance of this gorgeous music.
The Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra really comes into its own in the
opening of the second part. I Iere they create an almost visual wash of tonal
colour. The great gift of Delius for painting a sound picture of light and
shadow, and nature, is given full reign. The strings shimmer and the horn
playing is unrivalled. The tone is warm and glowing, with a haunting quality.
I Iickox leads the orchestra in a relaxed manner across the landscape of the
mountains, and the listener can enjoy the scenery. After a thrilling opening
chorus, the second movement, 'Siisse Leier', emerges with inevitability, the
artists creating a marvellous ebb and flow throughout.
The opening of the third movement is breathtaking. This is evening colour
and mood in music. One could sometime wish that the recording had allowed
for greater distinction of the individual instrumental colours, but the overall
melding of the ensemble is flawless. The woodwinds are tremendous. The
Second Dance Song that follows has a darker edge to it than the first, a
foreknowledge of the end of which the first was innocent. The choral writing
is very tough, and these choristers handle it brilliantly, lending just the right
lightness of touch as they negotiate the extremely difficult part writing.
In the fourth movement, 'Heisser Mittag schlaft', Delius maintains his gift
for lush pastoral imagery. The oboe, cor anglais, and bass oboe playing is warm
and full with no hint of pressure or shrillness. Delius once again, with the aid
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of the assured baton of I Iickox, creates a timeless, dreamlike quality which
makes the baritone soloist's entrance all the more dramatic for its sense of
urgency. Time is re-engaged and running out. Jean Rigby's warm mezzo
recalls us to peace. The unusual and effective doubling of the soprano and
tenor soloists heightens the brilliance of the mood of joy and the gods are
smiling. All of this reminds one that Delius was not so much a linear thinker as
an aural one, recognizing the effects of a combination of timbres to create mood
and idea.
With the final movement, Peter Coleman-Wright gives us his finest singing
in the entire work. The orchestra once again treats us to a gorgeous interlude
and then the chorus and soloists rejoice in the endless day. 'O Mensch! Gib
acht' is memorable. Finally, in a manner daring in its refusal to 'go out with a
bang', Delius relaxes his harmonics and tempo, expanding to embrace Ewigkcit
- eternity.
I Tow such a masterpiece as Delius's Requie111 has come to be so neglected in
the larger musical world is absolutely mystifying. ll has oflen been said that
funerals, and memorial services, for that matter, arc for the living, nol the dead.
They bring consolation lo those left behind. Such is the ability of this fine
Requiem. While drawing on no orthodox religious liturgy, Delius yet manages
to give those who mourn, spiritual consolation in their loss. Within thirty
minutes, he guides us through sorrow, rage, and, finally, peace and hope.
Once again, Richard Ilickox shows us that he understands the work. Ilis
interpretation is sure, and the performing artists match him in skill and
expressiveness. The opening is sombre, and the blend and balance of the
orchestra is quite beautiful. Wilh Lhe choral entrance, Lhe orchestra recedes
almost too much, overshadowed. One cannot help wondering if this is in fact
a trick of the recording. Baritone Peter Coleman-Wright is terrific in the
opening movement, his tone quite gorgeous. The combined choral forces of
the Wayneflete Singers and the Bournemouth Symphony Chorus do a great job
of shaping the dynamic ebb and flow. There is something heartbreaking in the
inexorability of the final lines, 'ne'er come back again', both in the expression of
the performers and in the grim harmonic colours that Delius has chosen. With
the close of this movement, we are forced into accepting our loss.
Those who have grieved in senseless death, whatever ils cause, have felt
tremendous rage. Delius expresses such anger at the opening of the second
movement. The choral and orchestral timbres in this recording are rightly
harsh, creaUng an effective expression of fury. This performance makes the
gentleness and acceptance expressed in the baritone's solo, 'For all who are
living know that Death is coming' all the more profound. The music blooms in
the line: ~nd take to thysel£ some woman whom thou lovest', and Hickox
draws this oul beautifully. Coleman-Wright's singing is very fine here.
The sensuous beauty of the third movement is profound, and the mood and
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orchestral playing enhance it. This is the only movement in which Peter
Coleman-Wright is not at his absolute best, sounding, perhaps, a little tired and
pressed here. Overall, his is still a fine performance, bul given how
expressively he has sung earlier and how richly he closes the work, this is
surprising. Soprano Rebecca Evans is glorious. This is a work that suits her
full-bodied voice exactly. Lustrous from top to bottom, she sings with a warm
and assured quality lhal draws the listener. In her solos of the fourth
movement, one finds consolation in loss.
The icy, ethereal string writing of the final movement is inspired, and lhe
strings of the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra glilter. Delius's wriling is
brilliant, bringing in the lower timbres as lhc buds break in lhc valley. The
energy inherent in the promise of springtime is heard in the orchestra. One
hears, too, consolation in the harvest. Peter Coleman-Wright and Rebecca
Evans are well matched, both having the dramatic power and richness of lone
necessary to express Delius' s intent. I lere, in these final pagt:s, is absolute faith,
and it brings tears lo the eyes. In this performance one believes 'they cannot
cease, for very joy, from singing a song whose name is Springtime.'
Nora Sirbaugh

Delius: Sonatas for Violin and Piano -in B; No 1; No 2; No 3
Tasmin Little (violin); Piers Lane (piano)
Conifer Classics CD 75605 51315-2 (77 minutes: ODD)
When Louise Jones and Malcolm Miller recorded the four violin sonatas a
couple of years ago, two CDs were needed to accommodate them; the Uge11dc
and four shorter pieces were thrown in for better measure, but the duration of
each disc was lt:ss than 54 minutes. Ilere we have all four sonatas on one disc,
and the result is a very impressive 77 minutes.
This economy is made possible by the generally brisker tempi that the
newcomers adopt. Nowhere is this more obvious than in the opening
movement of the 1892 Sonata in B (071 posth) which, thankc; to a genuine Allegro
con brio (as marked in the score), lasts 7'42"; for Jones and Miller, the timing was
10'33". (David Stone and Robert Threlfall, in their - at the time, revelatory, and
still highly recommendable - premiere recording of 1975, look 9'10".) In point
of fact, this firsl track of lhe new disc is a good sampler, illustrating as it docs
the precision, energy and commitment that characterise the whole enterprise.
It also demonstrates the admirable partnership of Tasmin Little and Piers Lane;
they convince us that these works are not mere 'violin sonatas' but, rather,
'sonatas for violin and piano'. The sound is excellent, integrating the two
instruments admirably; we know Tasmin' s sweet tone, of course, which is here
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complemented by what is obviously an exceptionally fine piano.
The touch-stone of the four sonatas is the one published in 1917 without a
number, and now known as No 1. Robert Threlfall described this work as
'without question the finest ... piece o{ chamber music (Delius) has left us', also
commenting that it dates 'from the very summit of his maturity'. (DSJ 74
[January 1982), pages 5 to 12). Here, its great sweep and organic development
are ecstatically realised; the pastoral sections arc lovely, the passage before the
recapitulation is almost terrifying in its intensity, and the denouement is quite
thrilling. Tasmin uses whatever technical resources arc necessary lo achieve
her purpose; sul tasto, sul po11ticc/lo, at times a barely-moving bow: effects nol
necessarily reassuring for the listener, but deliberately employed in the service
of this great music and playing their part in the creation o{ a wonderfully
memorable whole.
The conciseness of the second sonata has often been commented upon.
Here the extraordinary confidence of the ailing Delius (he was forced to dictate
part of the work to Jelka) is exactly caught. This might be the one of the four to
try out on friends unaware of, or previously unconvinced by, this repertoire.
In the third sonata, Tasmin is very much on home ground; her credentials
arc impeccable, for as a youngster she was coached in its interpretation by none
other than Eric Fenby, to whom Delius dictated the work. She and Piers produce a thrillingly satisfying performance, luminous with understanding and
redolent of years of contemplation.
The four violin sonatas form a sequence of landmarks on Delius's musical
journey, from the middle of his Paris period to near the end of his creative life.
Together, they make up an autobiographical super-sonata, and indeed can be
enjoyed as such at one sitting. This, in performance,
TASM IN UTrLE
requires a conception of
great breadth and imagina1HE FOUR VIOLIN SONATAS
tion, such as we find here.
For a number of reasons,
one would never wish to be
without the Ralph l Iolmes/
Eric Fenby recording of
sonatas one to three. This
new disc, however, offers all
four sonatas and setting, as
it does, new standards of
technical and interpretative
excellence, is quite indispensable.

DELIUS

Roger Buckley
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Delius: Fennimore and Gerda
Randi Stene (Fennimore), Judith I Iowarth (Gerda), Peter Coleman-Wright
(Nicls), Mark Tucker (Erik), Danish National Radio Choir and Symphony
Orchestra/Richard TTickox. Recorded in Copenhagen, 11 -14 May 1997.
Chandos CHAN9S89
This new recording from Chandos comes into compelition with EMI's recent
refurbishment of its fine 1976 recording made under Meredith Davies (CDMS
66314 2: reviewed in Journal 120). Like that one, it is sponsored by The Delius
Trust and coincidentally also involves the orchestra and chorus of Danish Radio
and a cast in which all the supporting roles arc taken by Danes. In addition,
both sets have British male leads (Robert Tear and Brian Rayner Cook for EMI)
while the two Fennimores arc Scandinavian (Elisabeth Soderstrom in lhe
earlier set).
The major difference between the two issues is that the newcomer is sung
in German lo the libretto which Delius himself constructed, rather than Philip
I Jeseltine's English translation of it (used by EMI). The effect of the German is
very striking, confirming once again that the words to which a composer
originally composes his music almost invariably sound more natural than any
translation. In any case, Delians do not need to be reminded that Heseltine's
text has its awkwardnesses. The German also seems to givt:: Dt::lius's angular
and not especially grateful vocal lines a more musical flow.
As for the singers, admirably as Soderstrom sings (and is more dramatically
effective at the climactic moment when she rejects Niels), to my ear Randi Stene
throughout sounds more like one's imagined Fennimore; Philip ColemanWright and Mark Tucker
also sound very right, their
soul-baring scene together
(Third Picture) especially
well done. And Chandos
scores by having a different
voice Oudith Howarth) to
impersonate Gerda in the
last two of the eleven
pictures. All the minor roles
are entirely satisfactorily
taken, though l have a
preference for Anthony
Rolfe-Johnson on the EM!
disc who sounds a degree
or so more magical as the
(wordless) Voice across the
water.
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The other main contrast between the two versions concerns the orchestral
sound which, despite being recorded in the same Copenhagen studio, is guite
different. Meredith Davics's recorded balance is much closer, so that you can
clearly hear details such as soft timpani strokes of which you arc less aware in
the Chandos. At the same time Richard I lickox secures much beautiful
orchestral playing, and some of his phrasing is so shapely and idiomatic as lo
occasionally inject some welcome warmth into an otherwise chilly and
cheerless tale (further emphasised by Chandos's touches of 'production' such
as lapping water and whistling wind). But I suspect that if Delius were alive
and listening to this as a broadcast he would, as Eric Fenby remembered, be
fretting and urging his wife, "Can't you get the orchesfer louder?"
Even when all these points are taken into consideration the fact is thal we
now have two wholly admirable performances of an opera which is ideally
suited lo the gramophone. A final choice could be said lo come down to a
preference between the German and the English texts.
Lyndon Jenkins
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Delius Songs and Arrangements.
t Carole Farley (sop); ,[ Rhcinischc Philharmonic,
:j:Philharmonia Orchestra I Jose Scrcbricr.
Dincmcc Classics DCCD019 (63 minutes: DOD). Texts and translations included.
Recorded in association with the Delius Trust.

A Late Lark t,l; Summer Landscape +11; Twilight Fancies n;
The Bird's Story t,l; The Violet t,l; Seven Danish Songs +11;
Irmelin Suite (arr. Beecham) 11; Air and Dance :j:; Two Aquarelles (arr. Fcnby) :j:
Selected comparison:
Soloists, RPO, Fcnby (8/95) (UNlC) UKCD2072, UKCD2075

Two Aquarelles - selected comparison:
ECO, Britten (2/96) (DECC) 448 569-2DCS
(Reprinted, with permission, from Grn111oplro111• [Awards Issue, October 1997; 75 (895), pp
105-1061)

The mature Delius orchestral songs, such as the English and Scandinavian
songs recorded here, arc surely minor masterpieces. And while they
periodically remind us of almost every great late-romantic master who turned
to the genre (Mahler, Richard Strauss, Grieg, and the Frenchmen too: Duparc
and Chausson), they could be by nobody else. This selection, only the second
ever recorded, expands our knowledge of a neglected area of Delius's output
with a handful of prcmicrcs, and proves just how cosmopolitan Delius was.
The first-ever selection, recorded in the early-1980s on Unicorn (and now
available at mid price), has a
DINIMIC
CLAllS I CS
010111\l
handful of songs in
common
with this new one,
CAROL
LEY
DELIUS
and was from a trio of
Sevon Danish Songs
English & Scandinavian Songs • lrmelin Suite
Brilain' s finest singers
Including World Promioro Roco1dtngs
Dame Felicity Lott, Sarah
Walker and Anthony Rolfe
Johnson - with the late Eric
Fenby on the podium. And
you only need compare
them in A Late Lark, a
particularly poignant sunset
leave-taking (approaching
darkness for encroaching
blindness?) to appreciate
the gulf between the different approaches:
Rolfe
Johnson and Fenby with the
JOSE SEREBRIER
flntHr11\t:ht1 fl11ifheu·11ornt •
quietude, repose and space
fl'1llt.a1n10~11ft OrQl11·~t18
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for the significance of the vision, and more time for the modulations those
shifts of perception and perspective - to make their effect (not to mention the
intimations of Britten's Keats setting in his Sere11ade); in contrast Carole Farley is
more impulsive, operatic and openly rapturous; and a minute-and-a-half
shorter (a 'late lark' determined not to be too late?).
But during the course of this song (the first on the disc) I became aware of
aspects of Parley's singing which distracted me from full appreciation of this
and many of the other songs on the disc. Hers is basically a rich, alluring and
wide-ranging soprano, and pitching is generally fine. But, while a few elisions
might be thought an advantage for this kind of repertory, the frequently
dropped consonants can only be regarded as carelessness; and the highly
variable vowel sounds (both English and German), as mannerism. What
appears to be on show here is something of a masterclass in diva mimicry: a
determination at times to invest every other word with a different colouring, so
that the text seems merely a vehicle for vocal variety.
The Dinemec recording might have its admirers (and please hers), with the
soprano given 'star status' in terms of balance, and plenty of reverberation to
compensate for the physical closeness. It's sexy, but hardly a convincing
illusion of concert-hall reality. Portunately we have the Unicorn-Kanchana
discs, with their ideal distance and natural ambience, and more involving
reportage of Delius's distinctive orchestral writing and harmonic movement.
Among the premicres on this new disc is an orchestral Suite arranged by
Beecham from Delius's first opera Trmeli11, a 19-minute piece extracting music
from Act 2 (complementing the so-called Trmelin Prelude). In a nutshell, it is
Wagner's Rhine transferred to Norway, though more homely heroic and
folkloric; charming and periodically quaint (sounding at times a little like early
British film music). The Rheinische Philharmonic must have been intrigued
and deliver a decent performance.
'Decent' will also serve for the playing of the short string pieces that round
off the disc - in reverse order to the one stated on the booklet cover and
suggested in the notes - our own Philharmonia Orchestra not quite capable of
the focused tone and precise pitching, not to mention the poise and delineation
of character, which Britten drew from the ECO strings in the Tivo Aquarelles.

JS
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The 1997 AGM Weekend of the Delius Society--The Society's 35th AGM and Dinner took place over lhe weekend of 5/6 July,
wilh a return visit lo the Carllon Hotel, Cheltenham. Driving there, via Stowon-the-Wold, reminded me of a previous occasion (more years ago than T care
to recall), when the old Talbot I Iotel, long gone now I believe, was the venue
and, again, the Editor asked me to make a contribution for the journal. The rest
of my journey was uneventful until I reached the outskirts, when il took one
and a half hours to cover one and a half miles, but it was good to sec so many
old friends on arrival. The attendance figure, it is believed, was a record.
Members will have read in the Chairman's Notes in the August Newsletter,
No 4, of the appointment of our new President, Felix Aprahamian. Sadly, he
was indisposed, but sent his good wishes. The passing of Eric Fenby in
February did cast a gloom for some, but many, no doubt, cherished their own
happy memories of him when we stood in silent tribute. For me, he was a
towering figure, having achieved what no other has in the history of music.
Those who met, or knew him, also realised the enormous privilege it was, and
how fortunate we all were.
The business of lhe AGM passed quite smoothly. Chairman Lyndon Jenkins
gave a comprehensive report on the year's activities. One new Committee
member, George Little, was elected and all the Officers were re-elected. Our
membership increased by some 25, and it was good to record that Frank Lieber,
l ienry and Peggy Cornely, from the USA, have been accorded Life
Membership. This is richly deserved, as I can personally state, having visited
this year's Florida Festival in March, and seen at first hand the quite splendid
work they, as well as others, do in the organisation of that annual Delius
celebration. Long may it continue.
The activities of our lwo branches, as well as Lhc London meetings, never
cease to amaze me as, year on year, Alice Jones, Dick Kitching and Brian
Radford provide such a wide variety of speakers on a multitude of subjects.
Members are grateful for their efforts and, nol least for the wonderful
hospitality afforded those making the effort to attend. A vote of thanks was
given to the Officers and Committee for their untiring work on our behalf.
Following the AGM and Tea, we were hugely cnlcrlaincd by a fascinating
discussion, with musical illustrations, between our first Guest Speaker, Dr
Donald Hunt, OBE, formerly Organist and Master of the Choristers at
Worcester Cathedral, and Chairman Lyndon Jenkins. Dr Hunt outlined his
long career in music to a rapt audience with amusing stories of the famous
people he had met and worked with, and his opinions of lhc composers and
their compositions. Clearly, he is a Delian of great worth, and we owe him an
enormous debt for his championing of Delius over Lhe years. We await his first
podium performance of A Mass of Ufe, despite that ht: is now rdired, and
despite what some clergy Lhink of lhe composer's views on religion! (ll is
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gratifying to note that next year's Three Choirs Festival will strongly feature
Delius.)
Eighty-five members and guests sat down to Dinner, and again, Lyndon
Jenkins gave a quite splendid and memorable speech which had everyone one
moment roaring with laughter, the next, sagely nodding heads on the more
serious subjects. He welcomed and introduced the Dinner Guests: Dr and Mrs
l lunt, Croup Cpt Boden (recently appointed Administrator of the Three Choirs
Festival) and Mrs Boden, Ms Jennie Goossens, daughter of Leon Goossens, Dr
and Mrs Roland Gibson (Society Founder), Mrs Alice and Miss Cathy Jones, of
our South West Branch. Mr and Mrs Paul Brooks (fournfll designer and printer)
were sadly unable to be present. Also seated at the top table were Miss Tasmin
Little and former Chairman Rodney Meadows. The Loyal Toast was proposed
by the Chairman, and Dr. Gibson proposed the traditional Toast, 'To the
Immortal Memory of Frederick Delius'. Later, members repaired to the bars to
continue their various discussions and friendships. One lady I met had been a
member for over 30 years, and was attending her first ACM!
Sunday dawned a wonderfully sunny day. After breakfast the Ballroom
filled for 'A Centenary Tribute to Leon Goossens' by his daughter Jennie who,
in conversation with Lyndon, entranced us all with stories of her father's early
life and eventual fame as the most outstanding oboe player of his generation.
One story which particularly appealed to me was of him returning on a
Saturday night from an engagement in a Lancashire town, becoming mixed up
with a large and noisy contingent of football supporters returning to London,
and at the station, being mistaken by the lady in charge of the refreshment
room as a footballer! Ms Goossens ended a wonderfu l session by explaining
that she would soon have to leave for London, where she was opening in a new
play; when asked where by fellow-actor, George Little, she admitted it was in a
London pub, famous for promoling plays!
The final event of the weekend proved to be the most poignant: 'Memories
of Eric Fenby'. A panel consisting of Tasmin Little, Lionel Carley and Rodney
Meadows, with the Chairman, led a far-reaching discussion, with many
members speaking of their experiences of Dr Fenby. Many tributes were paid,
and an hour proved far too short to contain it all. We had also heard, at the
AGM, of the recent passing of Miss Rachel Lowe (Mrs Dugmore), an
indefatigable worker for the Delius cause; members stood as a mark of respect.
Sunday lunch brought this most worthwhile weekend to a close. It was the
best attended and, in the opinion of many, the most gratifying ACM weekend
yet. I'm sure that our late, lamented Founder President would not have wished
for anything different. Especial thanks are due, for their imagination and sheer
hard work, to Chairman Lyndon Jenkins, who arranged the weekend's
programme, and to Honorary Secretary Tony Lindsey, who ensured that it all
went like clockwork. A triumphant success!
Roy Price
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NEWS FROM AMERICA---- - - - - FRIDAY MUSICALE RISES FROM THE ASHES
I Tenry Cornely, I Tistorian of the Delius Association of Florida, is charting the
rebuilding of Friday Musicale in Jacksonville, Florida, following the destruction
of the former building by an arsonist. He has sent a number of photographs,
which show the work proceeding apace.

The foundations:
10 August 1997
Photo. I fr11ry Cornl'ly

Peggy Cornely stands in front
of the new stage:
21September1997
l'Jwto: I lr11ry ('1mll'ly

Rapid progress:
7 November 1997
l'lwto: Jle11ry ('om!'iy
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TI IE 1998 DELIUS FESTIVAL OF THE DELIUS ASSOCIATION
OF FLORIDA, JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
Thursday 5 March lo Saturday 7 March 1998
Thomas I I Gunn writes:
In the opening session on Thursday morning, we will screen the Tasmin Little
video about DeHus and Miss Baker and the possible love-child the first public
screening in the US. Afterwards, there is Thursday's luncheon with the
composers. The open house for the Delius House will follow the luncheon,
followed by the composition contest concert.
Friday morning will be lhe Friday Musicale concert with Brenda
McNeiland's Solano Singers - all choral pieces of Delius and others from Jack
Sullivan's book.
Friday afternoon will be a lecture by Dean Jay Wright at the Cummer
Gallery on artists who came to these shores, had their American experience,
and wenl on lo change lhe direction of Western Arl.
Friday evening will be the JU Wind Ensemble, which will include selected
Delius items as well as other compositions. The wind ensemble in '97 was very
well received.
Saturday morning will be the Fenby Lecture with Dr Jack Sullivan.
Sullivan's forthcoming book from Yale University Press is entitled New World
Sy111plio11y. I Ie has a chapter on DeHus as well as chapters on other composers
who, like Delius, came to America, had their American experience, and wenl on
to change the direction of Western Music. Dr Sullivan is Professor of American
Studies and Literature at Rider University in Lawrenceville, New Jersey. He is
a native Southerner from the Carolinas. Following the Fenby lecture will be a
luncheon.
Saturday afternoon will be the annual trip to Solano Grove.
There is a possibility that Chanticleer, the male vocal ensemble from San
Francisco, will perform three Delius items on Sunday for their concert in town.
Tasmin Little will be here again before the Festival on campus for master
classes.
(Tom Gunn can be contacted at the following email address: tgunn Q1Jjunix.ju.cdu.)
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OBITUARIES------------Rachel Lowe - an Appreciation
Rachel Lowe was appoinled Archivisl by Lhe Delius Trust in 1964. An excellent
scholar and musician, she was then confronted with a mass of ill-organised
correspondence and musical manuscripts. She quickly located further Delius
correspondence, but wisely decided to make the cataloguing of lhe music MSS
her first priority. Her Catalogue of tl1e Music Archive of the Delius Trust was not
published until 1974 bul was al once recognised as a landmark in Delian
scholarship, of which it formed the first major item. Living abroad for a decade
from 1966 she had been forced to hand over the Archivist's duties to Lionel
Carley, but for all the resl of her life she retained Lhat incisive interest in and
knowledge of malters Delian which made her such a valued and trusted
colleague. In 1981, after a number of visits to Melbourne, the Trust published
her Catalogue of the letters i11 the Delius Collection at the Grainger Museum. This
gave the first opportunity to consider the personal correspondence between
the DeHuses, which had eluded Lhe Trust's holdings and been sent to Percy
Grainger by Balfour Gardiner, into whose hands it had happened to come. In
1987 The History of Adcote School was published; a characteristically lhorough
study of lhe place in which Rachel had passed her earlier days, always recalled
with affection. Of a number of shorter articles, the most important are the two
entitled 'Documenting Delius' (Studies in Music 12-13; summarised in Tire Delius
Society Journal, nos 65 and 69).
Of recent years she was engaged on a study of Delius's 'Red Notebook', for
which she and Roger Buckley were collaborating on a project very dear to them
both, and which when published will form a fitting memorial lo her. Despite
the insidious progress of her final illness, she retained her interest in current
affairs of Society and Trust. Only a very few weeks before her death I had a
long telephone conversation with her which confirmed her conlinuing
enthusiasm and generous assistance. Over the more than 30 years of our
friendship it was always a valuable experience to consult her, as I always did,
on whatever projects currenlly engaged me, and to receive her welcome
advice. Her scholarly approach was often a sound correction to some of my
occasionally inspired guesswork. The varied experiences of her well-travelled
career made her always a good companion and her bright and cheedul
personality was ever a tonic to her friends. In particular, her close association
with Delius research at a critical time will be remembered by lhe Society to
which she had belonged from ils inception. To her husband, Wilfrid, and her
relatives we send sincere sympathy in their great loss.
Robert Threlfall
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Bernard Tlooper
I regret to announce the death on 14 September 1997 of our member Bernard
Hooper.
Bernard and his wife, Pamela, attended several of our Midlands Branch
meetings, which he always seemed to enjoy thoroughly, notwithstanding that
he had to drive to them from Shropshire.
Bernard was a very distinguished engineer, having been responsible for the
design of engines for BSA, Scott and Norton among others. After Norton's
demise, he formed his own engineering business where he was still working at
the time of his death from a heart attack.
We send our sincere sympathy to his wife and family.
Richard Kitching
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MISCELLANY-----------We were delighted to learn that a royal honour had been bestowed on a
member of the Society. I IM King I Iarald V of Norway determined that Rolf
Kristian Stang should receive Lhe Royal Medal of SL Olav, and the presentation
took place on 14 June 1997 at a ceremony held at the Norwegian Seamens'
Church in Manhallan. Consul General Jan Flatla, speaking on the occasion,
stated that Rolf Stang had demonstrated a uniquely wide range of talents in his
activities related to Norway and Norwegian culture; throughout his
prolcssional lilc as a musician (singer, choral conductor and composer), aclor,
linguist, teacher, translator and writer, Mr Stang had combined effective
enthusiasm with exacting expertise in order to win new audiences for
Norwegian cultural expression. We send our own congratulations to Rolf
Stang on this great and unusual honour, and recall with pleasure his visit to
London, earlier this year, lo perform his acclaimed one-man entertainment
'Grieg, Edvard Grieg'.
Congratulations to our enterprising member Michael Lester whose letter to
Scarborough Borough Council has apparently resulted in a plan to erect a
memorial plaque in memory of Dr Eric Fenby in Scarborough. The provisional
site is the Spa, near a similar plaque commemorating pianist Jack Byfield.
Also thanks Lo Michael Lcslcr, we learn Lhal the Scarborough £ve11i11g News on 13
November 1997 reported that Scarborough Recorded Music Society had met at
Scarborough Library lo hear a programme given by Avril Powell, entitled
'Fen by on Delius'.
DSJ121: errata. A number of members noticed the incorrecl date in the caption
under the photograph of Eric Fenby, Margaret I Iarrison and Felix Aprahamian,
reproduced on page 10 of the Eric Fenby Tribute Issue of the Journal. This
photograph, taken by Sally Candlin, was taken on the occasion of the installation of the new headstone at Delius's grave in Limpsfield, in June 19~8.
Henry Cornely writes that the lady on the right of the photograph on page 24
(which also shows Eric Fenby and Mrs Jeanne Donahoo) is Mrs ] Elsworth
Davis.

The Editor has been requested to clarify the reference to £axle, the former
weekly illustralcd paper for boys, lhal he made in his own lribulc lo Eric Fenby
(DS/121, page 16). l le was recollecting a comic-strip feature on the life of Delius
that appeared in 1956 in Eaxle A1111ual No 5.
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A new recording of Delius's music for 'cello and piano, coupled with that of
Grieg, has been made by Julian Lloyd Webber and Bengt Forsberg, and will be
released on 7th January. The Philips Classic CD, catalogue number 454 458-2,
features the following tracks:
Delius:
Sonata (1916)
Caprice & Elegy (1930)
Sercnande from Hassan (1923)
Romance (1896) (premicred by Julian Lloyd Webber in 1976)
Grieg:
Intermezzo in A minor (c 1867)
Sonata (1883)
The Editor is investigating the possibility of a special offer on this recording for
members of the Society.
Il is understood that Dutton Laboratories are to release the 1946-1951 IIMV
recordings of Sir Thomas Beecham conducting the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra in works by Delius, including Brigg Fair, 011 Tleari11g tile first Cuckoo
i11 Spri11g, Summer Night 011 the River, and Da11ce Rhapsodies 1 a11d 2: 74 minutes of
music in all, which will be familiar to some members as having been collected
together - with other larger works - in the World Record Club boxed set 'The
Music of Delius, Volume 2' (STTB54).
On 29th August 1997 Tile Times announced the purchase by the University of
Sheffield, from the conductor's widow, of the music library of Sir Thomas
Beecham. Michael Hannon, university librarian, was quoted as saying: "We
agreed to buy the music library by private treaty. Had it been offered on the
open market, it would probably be in North America by now." It is understood
that the collection, which should now be available to researchers, contains
many annotated orchestral scores.
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Our Chairman reviews the
new recording of Fc1111i111orc
and Gerda (should that be
'tmd'?) in this edition, and
the CD cover is illustrated.
The painting chosen is the
familiar Nordisk Sommarkviill
(usually called 'Nordic
Summer Evening') by
Richard Bergh, which was
last used for a Delius record
cover on Nimbus's English
String Orchestra/William
Boughton recording of
Florida, Summer Evc11i11g and
RVW items (NT 5208, 1989).
But here it has been reproduced the wrong way
round!

'Nordic Summer Evening' correctly reproduced
on the Nimbus CD cover

Member Mrs J F Ward writes to point out that the Joumal previously listed
works by Delius that had been heard on the radio. The Editor recalls Stephen
Lloyd's excellent work in this area but regrets that he is unable to add this task
to his duties. Perhaps a member with more time available might volunteer to
'catalogue' Delius broadcasts?
We continue to receive news from the American West Coast Delius Society.
Recently, Founder and President John Michael Luther presented a special
award to Leon Guide, conductor of the La Mirada Symphony, following a
performance of The Walk to tire Paradise Garden. John Luther can be contacted
on email at Jmlwords(!,)aol.com.
Treasurer Derek Cox advises that our longstanding and talented member
George Manchester, who died in 1996, left lhe Society the generous bequest of
£500. An obituary appeared in Joumal 778.
More and more use is being made of the Delius Website; it has been accessed
more than 800 times. Why not visit it (http://www.delius.org.uk) and give us
feedback?
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The Wigman~ I Iall Eric Fenby Tribute Concert, which look place on 16lh
September, provoked much comment from members and others. The
following is an extract from o letter doted 20 September, oddrcsscd by Roger
fenby, Eric's son, to our Chaiman Lyndon Jenkins:
l must reiterate our grnleful lhonks for your master minding the concert in
memory of my Father. I am sure he would have fell touched and reassured by
the gesture, and the ottendancc of so many would have pleased him no end.
I Tc was very fond of Tasmin and her mogic touch and also spoke warmly of
Julian, so they were the ideal pair to lead tht' event.
It was a shame my Mother and Ruth could nol be there but it would have
been foolish to try to force things. Apparently they listened to some CDs and
were with us in spirit. Of course they would particularly have liked to hear the
choral works by Fenby, not to mention the Delius.
lncidentaUy, l recall heoring my Father's coronation march Uo11-Umb which
he conducted on the Spa at Scarborough, and being frightened lo death by sudden cymbal clashes. To a tiny boy, they were cataclysmic! Thal was the only
time I'd heard a live performance of ony of my father's music until the
Wigmore I !all event.
John I ledges, Thalcham (Berkshire) writes:
What a splendid evening that was for Eric Fenby. I sholl never forget it. I
hadn't been to the Wigmore I Iall before and it seemed a magnificent place for
music. Was it recorded? (No, regrettably it was not - Ed.)
Roy Price, I Iigham Ferrers (Northamptonshire) writes:
What a magnificent tribute that was; I'm positive Eric would have approved.
And what a master-stroke to include his settings of the singularly appropriate
Mag11ificat and the eternally moving Nu11c Dimittis. It was as if a great wave of
compassion and love swept through that great hall, where so much
magnificent music has been performed by the greatest artists the world has
known.
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Members have also commented kindly on DSJ121, the Eric Fenby tribute
edition.
From Henry Cornely, Jncksonville, Florida:
Peggy and I send our heartiest congratulations to you for the Society's Journal
121. We were enthralled with it, and have been reading it aloud, and have read
some parts more than once. What a beautiful collection for dear Eric.
From Michael Lester, Scarborough:
Congratulations all round to everyone involved in the tribute Journal 121. Very
fitting.
From Stephen Lloyd, Luton:
Many congratulations on a superb Fenby tribute issue of the foumal. l had
feared that a sequence of tributes might be repetitious, but one can read
through them with much interest, each illuminating one aspect of the man.
The choice and placing of the photographs make lhe whole especially pleasing
to the eye.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS~~~~~~~~Delius and Friends in Denmark: a Commemoration, 18 & 19 June 1998
Around the time when Delius at last achieved his musical breakthrough in
England in 1907/8, he and Jclka established a warm friendship with a Danish
couple then living in London, Einar and Elisabeth Schou. Einar was a
successful industrialist and Elisabeth a music-lover and a patron and friend of
musicians; she was to be instrumental in the founding in 1920 of the Danish
Philharmonic Society. Although they were to retain many links with England,
the Schaus shortly moved back with their children to Denmark, where they
bought a beautiful old manor house - formerly a castle - in Jutland, its
magnificent landscaped parkland sloping gently to the seashore. l lcre the
Deliuses came to spend holidays in 1909 and 1915 and here Elisabeth welcomed
many other artist friends, from Frederic Austin (who had been the first to sing
Sea Drift in England) and 'cellist TTerbert Withers ('editor' of several of Delius's
works for 'cello) to conductor/composer Paul Klenau (under whom Roy
I lenderson in 1925 sang his first Mass of Life) and pianisl lgnaz Friedman. And
there were many more. Although not a visitor as far as can be established
to Palsgaard itself, Percy Grainger collected folksongs nearby, and it was at
Aarhus that he look part in his last concert in Europe, in 1957, which included
his Suite 011 Da11is1t folkso11gs as well as the Grieg Concerto, in which Grainger
himself was soloist.
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June 1998 is to see a celebration of this so-for-unsung Danish-British
connection, with concerts at both Aarhus and Palsgaard. To put Palsgaard
roughly into ils geographical conlexl, il lies close by lhe Little seaside town of
Juelsmindc on the coast of Jutland, some 75 miles easl by road from the port of
Esbjerg; Aarhus is just 30 miles away to the north. Frequent trains service the
main line rail stations of Aarhus, Horscns and Vcjlc.
The projected two-day programme is as follows:
Aarhus, Thursday 18 June:

Aarhus Symphony Orchestra
Conductor Bo Holten
Soloist to be Announced

Grainger:
Austin:
Delius:
Delius:

]11tish MedleiJ (from Suite on Danis/1 Folksongs)
Palsgaard - Da11islr Skctclics for Orchestra
Tlrree Da11islr So11gs witlt Orchestra (orch. I Iollen)
Life's Dance

Delius:
Klenau:
Delius:
Grainger:

Tntermezzo - Fennimore and Gerda
Ba11k Holiday - Souvenir of Hampstead lleatlz
Seven Danish So11gs with Orcltes/ra
E11glisl1 Dance

Palsgaard Manor
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Palsgaard, Friday 19 June:
1. Visit to Palsgaard Manor and tour of the estate
2. Chamber concert at Palsgaard to include works by Delius, Grainger,
Klenau, Austin, l lcrman Sandby, J P E I lartmann and E l lorncman
(Participants to be announced)
To celebrate the occasion, Delius Society member Bo I Iolten is orchestrating
three more of Delius's songs originally set to Danish texts; their performance
will constitute a world premiere in this form. The Seven Danish Songs witlt
Orchestra will be sung in Danish for the first time, in its premiere performance
in Denmark. And Austin's Palsgaard suite, first given by Beecham in London,
will also be receiving its Danish premicre. Several of the shorter works in the
smaller-scale concert at Palsgaard were originally written to celebrate Palsgaard
and its owners.
Principal sponsors of this two-day fostival arc The Delius Trust, The Schou
Foundation and the Grainger Archive. Events are being co-ordinated with the
assistance of the Danish Embassy in London and the Danish Music Information
Centre in Copenhagen. Involvement by the British Council in Denmark and by
Danish Radio is also likely. The journal Nordic Sounds will early next year carry
an article on the festival and its background, as will, in greater detail, the spring
issue of The Delius Society Journal.
Lionel Carley
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS (GENERAL LISTING)
The Editor is grateful to Miss Marjorie Dickinson, Secretary to The Delius Trust,
for assistance in compiling the following listing. l le would be grateful to hear
from any member who knows of an event suitable for future inclusion in this
column. Please note that the earlier events have already taken place; they arc
included for the sake of establishing a complete record.

1997
Friday 20 June
Mells Church, Mells
The Elgar Chorale of Worcester, conducted by Donald I Yunt

Midsu111111cr So11g
To be Sung of a Summer Night 011 tlte Water
Tire Splendour J'alls 011 Castle Walls
Wednesday 17 September at 7.30 pm
Wigmore I Iall ('Dreamers of Dreams' Series)
The Nash Ensemble
Christopher van Kampen, 'cello; Alison Tlagley, soprano
'Cello Sonata
Twilight fancies, Cradle Song, Love's Philosophy
Sunday 5 October at 7.30 pm
Guy Nelson 1lall, Warwick
Warwickshire Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Guy Woolfenden

Florida Suite
Thursday 9 October at 7.15 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London Wl
'A Centenary Tribute to Leslie Heward'
Lyndon Jenkins
Thursday 9 October
Friday 17 October
Wednesday 22 October
Tuesday 11 November
Tuesday 2 December
Sunday 7 December
The Opera House, Kiel, Germany
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Kiel Opera

Tlie Magic Fou11tail1
(World premiere staged production, sung in English with German surtitles)
Sunday 12 October at 2.30 pm
Symphony l Iall, Birmingham
Bardi Orchestra of Leicester, conducted by Lyndon Jenkins
The Walk to the Paradise Garden
(with works by Rachmaninov [with Nikolai Demidenko, piano] and
Mussorgsky, conducted by Andrew Constantine)
Saturday 18 October al 6.30 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING
50, Broadgale, Beeslon, Nollingham
'Ida Gerhardi - her Life and Paintings'
Jerry Rowe
Sunday 19 October at 3.30 pm
Swan Theatre, Stratford upon Avon
Stratford upon Avon and District English Music Festival
Rimma Sushanskya, violin and Julian Jacobson, piano

Violin Sonata No 3
Sunday 2 November at 3 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (PIIILADELPIHA BRANCII) EVENT
Music Building Recital Ilall, The College of New Jersey, Ewing, NJ, USA
Peter Smith, oboe, Deborah Carter, flute, and Michael Stairs, piano
Intermezzo from fc1111imore nnd Cerda (arr Fenby)
J,a Ca/i11da (arr Fenby)
(with works by Scott, Jacob, Bowen, Gardiner, Smyth, Goossens and Cooke)
Tuesday 11 November at 7.30 pm
Tasmin Little Concert Series
St John's, Smith Square, London
The Orchestra of St John's, Smith Square, conducted by John Lubbock
Tasmin Little, violin and Raphael Wallfisch, 'cello

Double Concerto
(with works by Elgar, Vaughan Williams, Saint-Saens and Ravel)
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~Thursday 13 November at 7.15 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
Brilish Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1
'A Performance Ilistory of Queen's llall, 1893-1941' (illustrated by slides and
music)
Lewis Foremnn
~PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF PROGRAMME

Thursday 13 November al 7 pm
West Yorkshire Archive Service, Bradford
15 Canal Road, Bradford BDl 4AT
'The Great and the Good of Bradford' (a series of six talks)
Talk 4: Frederick Delius, by Josephine Peach
Saturday 15 November
Orpheum Theatre, Vancouver, British Columbia
Vancouver Bach Choir and Vancouver Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Bruce Pullan

Requiem, A So11g of tlze High Hills, Sea Drift
Saturday 15 and Sunday 16 November
Basel and Zorich, Switzerland
Zurcher Bach-Chor, Basel Symphony Orchestra
Late Swallows (arr for string orchestra)

So11gs of Farewell
Thursday 4 December at 7.15 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London Wl
'Brigg Fair in Words and Music'
Robert Matthew-Walker
Saturday 6 December al 6.30 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING
Derwent Ridge, Weston Underwood, Derby
'The Young Traveller'
Roger Buckley
Monday 8 December at 7 pm
Academy of Music, Broad and Locust Streets, Philadelphia, USA
The Philadelphia Orchestra Christmas Concert, conducted by Luis Biava
Sleigh Ride
(other works include the Sleigh Rides of Leopold Mozart and Leroy Anderson)
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Saturday 13 December al 7.30 pm
Salisbury Cathedral
Salisbury Musical Society
Chelsea Opera Group Orchestra, conducted by David I I<llls

Sea Drift
(with works by Walton and Britten)
Sunday 21 December at 4 pm
Konzerthaus, Berlin, Germany
Berliner Symphoniker/ShambadaVBradley

In a Summer Garden
(with works by Strauss and Elgar)

1998
Saturday 10 January al 6.15 pm
Wigmore I !all ('Dreamers of Dreams' Series)
Philippa Davies, flute and Ian Brown, piano
I.a Cali11da, Air & Dance
(arr. for flute and piano)
Saturday 10 January at 7.30 pm
Wigmore I Jail ('Dreamers of Dreams' Series)
The Nash Ensemble

On lleari11g the First Cuckoo i11 Spring, Summer Night on the River
(arr. David Matthews)
(with works by Bax, Gurney and Vaughan Williams)
"'Tuesday 27 January at 7.15 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1
' Nevermore' - a presentation, with music, of a script by George Little about
Delius's early life in Florida, based on Tasmin Little's research
George Little
"'PLEASE NOTE: DEFERRED FROM 13 NOVEMBER
Sunday 1 February at 3 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (PI ITLADELPIUA BRANCI 1) EVENT
First Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia, 2lst and Walnul Streets,
Philadelphia, USA
Choir of The First Presbyterian Church and Joseph C Jackson, organ
Annual Delius Birthday Concert
Works by Delius, Parry, Stanford, Howells and Whitlock
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WL•dncsday 4 February al 7.30 pm
Wigmore 1lall ('Dreamers of Dreams' Series)
The Nash Ensemble
Interludes from Fc1111i111ore and Gerda
(arr. for oboe and piano)
Saturday 21 February at 8 pm
Music Building Recital Hall, The College of New Jersey, Ewing, NJ, USA
Nora Sirbaugh, mezzo-soprano; pianist tba
Recital of songs by Delius, Butterworth, Vaughan Williams, Quilter and Gurney
Thursday 26 February at 7.15 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING

British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1
'Two Master Pianists Recalled' and
'The Supplement to the Delius Collected Edition'
Robert Threlfall
Thursday 5 March to Saturday 7 March
Jacksonville, Florida, USA
38th ANNUAL DELIUS FESTIVAL
See 'News from America'
Friday 13 March at 7.30 pm
The Theatre, 'Iruro College, College Road, Truro
Truro Three Arts
The Bridge Quartet

Stri11x Quartet
Saturday 14 March at 6.30 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING

Ravensdalc, 41 Bullhurst Lane, Weston Underwood, Derby
'Elgar and Delius'
Lyndon Jenkins
Monday 23 March
Pctrus-Kirchc Kiel-Wik, Germany
Der Kleine Chor Kiel, Kieler Kammer Orchester, conducted by Gunther
Strothmann
011 Heari11g the First Cuckoo i11 Spri11g, Summer Night 011 tile River
(with works by I Joist [St Paul's Suite] and Vaughan Williams [Tallis Fantasia, 111
Windsor fon•stl)
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Saturday 28 March
St George's I Iall, Bradford
English Northern Philharmonia, conducted by Nicholas Cleobury
Sea Drift
Saturday 18 April at 6.30 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING

Ravensdale, 41 Bullhurst Lane, Weston Underwood, Derby
'A Journey to Sibelius'
Stewart Winstanley
Thursday 23 April at 7.15 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING

British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London Wl
'Ida Gerhardi her Life and Paintings' (an illustrated talk)
Jerry Rowe
Wednesday 29 April at 7.30 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (PI-IILADELPI TIA BRANCI I) EVENT
Montgomery Auditorium, The Free Library of Philadelphia, 1901 Vine Street,
Philadelphia, USA
Charles Abramovic, piano; Davyd Boolh, violin; 'cellist tba; Nora Sirbaugh,
mezzo-soprano
Double Co11ccrto (lrio version)
(With works by Quilkr, Grainger, O'Neill, Scott and Sandby)
Sunday 3 May
Neumann College, Aston, PA, USA
Delaware County Symphony, conducted by Roman Pawlowski
Da11cc Rhapsody No 1
Thursday 18 June
The Concert I !all, Palsgaard, Denmark
Aarhus Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Bo Hollen
Three Danish Songs with Orchestra
(arr. Bo I Iollen - world premiere)
Lcbcnstanz
Intermezzo from J'c1111i111orc and Gerda
Set1en Danish Songs with Orchestra
(in Danish; prcmicre performance in Denmark)
(with works by Grainger, Austin and Klcnau)
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Friday 19 June
Palsgaard Manor, Denmark
Delius and Friends in Denmark: A Commemoration (see separate item)
Programme of chamber music, to include works by Delius, Grainger, Klcnau,
Austin, I Terman Sandby, JPE Hartmann and E l lorncman
Salurday 15 and Sunday 16 August
AGM Weekend of the Delius Society, at the Three Choirs Festival, Gloucester
Salurday 15 - Saturday 22 August
Three Choirs Festival, Gloucester
Saturday 15 August at 8 pm
Gloucester Cathedral
Glouceslershire Youth Orcheslra, conducted by Charles Peebles
Raphael Wallfisch, 'cl•llo

'Cello Co11ccrto
Non.veRia11 Bridal Procession (Grieg, arch. Delius)
Sunday 16 August at 12.30 pm
Delius Trust/Delius Society lunchtime event
(Details lo follow in next Newsletter)
Sunday 16 August at 3 pm
Chrisl Church, Brunswick Square, Gloucester
Nora Sirbaugh, mezzo-soprano and Roger Buckley, piano
Recital of songs by Delius, Butterworth, Vaughan Williams and Quilter
Sunday 16 August al 8 pm
Gloucester Cathedral
Festival Chorus and PhiU1arrnonia Orchestra, conducted by David Briggs
Kalarina Karneus, mezzo-soprano, and Peter Savidge, baritone

Songs of Su11set
Wednesday 19 August at 11 am
Christ Church, Brunswick Square, Gloucester
Roger l luckle, violin and John Bishop, piano
Violin Sonata No 2
Priday 21 August at 11 am
Pittville Pump Room, Cheltenham
The Chilingirian String Quartet

SI rins Quartet
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Please note that further details of Delius Society events (only) may be
obtained from Programme Secretary Brian Radford, 21 Cobthorne Drive,
Allestree, Derby DE22 2SY (telephone: 01332 552019)
Details of Delius Society (Midland Branch) events (only), may be obtaind
from Midlands Branch Chairman Richard Kitching, Ravensdale, 41 Bullhurst
Lane, Weston Underwood, Ashbourne, Derby DE6 4PA
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The 'Delius in Danville' Festival Programme

